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I'lR, I'lOlffiEAY; Lord, I have sone corrections to day 22 of the evidence,
I, "before I come to that, just mention what I mentioned on page 2 of

Lay 22 "by F. Your Lordship reraem'bers that I coxald not find a comment I made
ahoxit ih?. Silcock's pauses and I said what I thoxight I had said, and then
at G- I'lr. "V^inelott said what he thou^t I'ir, Silcock had said in reply.

Lord, the Shorthandwriters have told me that they have looked at their
"books and cannot find anything of this, but that one of them has gone back
to Manchester and it mi^t be in her book. At any rate, I am content to
leave it lilce this,

THE "\nCE-CHAtTC3ELL0R: There it is in some form on the transcript, Lo you agree
with that, Mr. Vinelo.tt?

M. "\niIElLOTT; Yes, my Lord,

MR, MOVfflRAYs Then on page 9j near the bottom, your Lordship's question, "You
mi^t even say especially the loan capital of a company, (a) But I thinlc
that the loan capital - it is sli,^tly different when the loan capital is
the" it should be "only".

TEE "VTCE-CHAECELLOR; "It is more likely to be lost when it is the only" also.

MR, MOIffiRAY: Yes, Then my next question, the last on the page, "Because there
is no cushion of equity investment" that should be, A^ page 15, does your
Lordship see at C, "Let us look at Lay 18, page 7. You said between C and L

D at the break; '(q) Is tha.t the sort of factor", it should be.

Page 21, I will read from B, "The Ocean Island f.o.b, price vrotild have
been inappropriate for this ptirpose becatise it was really a cost price, (a)
Yes. (q) /ind it was partly undertaken" that caimot be ri^t; it must
have been something like determined.

£ THE "VICE-CHAETCELLOR; "Diiderwritten I would have thought,

Iffi, iroi'JBRAYs I an obliged. Then page 24,

THE "V1CE-CHAECELL0R: Miat strikes my eye there is just below E. It should be
Ruston-Bucyrus.

MR, MOTORAY; Yes5 in fact it is ri^t just two lines above. Above there by
C, "Let us take what I call your thesis about Clrristmas Island, It is that
if the Banabans had pushed up their royalty demands too hii^i in 1947 the
BPC would have said '¥ell, we won'timprove Ocean Island ever again'", it
should be.

THE "VTCE-GH/iHCELLOR; Then in the next line "T,'7e won* t",

MR, MOl'ffiR/iY; I am obliged, I am afraid that is where my researches tailed off,
i'lay I reserve further corrections I may have?

THE VICE-CHAHCELLOR; Of course.

IIR. "VHBLOTT: I have quite a few minor amendments. Starting off at page 5,
just opposite H, it should start with an answer, "'A, I think it would be
OTong",

Tlien pag-e 19» a straightforward typing transposition. In the middle,
between E and P, "¥g did get into another variation idiich was the sort of
ratchet type" — it is obvious,
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Page 31» just "below C, "Yes? that is 6iai January, 1950 and •Qiat is
the Rio Perado".

THE "VICE-CH/dlCELLOR: I must say I never understand how shorthandwriters manage
to get down some of the proper names,

MR, "VIHEriOTT; Yes, my Lord, Then page 49, the question jiist above G, "/jid the
answer you gave was or that is at Day 17, page 34* I aa going to
ask you some more questions about this which I am coming on to in a moment
but my friend suggested to you that 6d, a ton would be lid, and he suggested
that lid, was high", ^'ftiat I think he suggested and \diat I said was "lid. was
higher tlian the lOjd, offered on Ocean Island".

THE "TICB-CH/iKCELLGR: You change "hi^" to "higher",

IIR, TOIELOTT; Jixid. then add the words "than lO^d, offered on Ocean Island",
I think there has been a little left out there.

Then over the page at P, "and Mr, Collins was talking of land costing
s'̂ OO to \v500, that sort of range. If the mineral owner got 15 an acre that
would be equivalent to l^a".

Then page 51, the last question on the page, "Is it possible to
ascertain from the price hov; much tonnage qualified for that 3s, reduction?"
The question in fact was, "Is it possible to ascertain from the accounts
hov; much tonnage qualified for that 2s. reduction". The ansv;er is, "I doubt
if it is becausothe accounts are not calendar years".

Then over the page, page 52, between E and P, I ask the question, "Yes,
So it is the EPO calendar year?%it should be, "So it is the calendar year?".
That is all.

ME. JOHIT P/iTRICIC SILCOCK; Recalled

RE-BX/imiATIOH BY MR. "VimOTT (Cont'd.)

Q lir. Silcock, I was asking you some questions about the Plorida comparison
yesterday afternoon and you said that you would go back and look at your
working papers to give vis the exact figure of equivalence of the 3^, royalty,
A. Yes.

Q Have you extracted that now? A, I have indeed.

Iffl. VHTELOTT; Lord, I think it would be convenient to put it in the form of
a document.

THE VICE-CHAHCELLOR; This v;ill be D.15.

MR. "VmELOTT: Tlie bottom line you get the exact figure of 5,23p» vhich in
your evidence in cliief you gave as 5i;<3., or 5"^, A. Yes,

Q At a 6 '̂a rate, and for 6d. the equivalent rate would be 10.46, A. Yes,

THE "VICE-CHAI'TCELLGR: I am sorry, I do not understand. You have seen this
document and I have not| I liave no idea vdiat it says, "Royalty equivaleiite
of down payments for laiid". Por Plorida 3p» now is worth 3.85p, spread
equally over 20 years at 2|5o discount rate. I read those words, but could
they bo explained to me?

MR, VIHELOTT; Lord, in evidence in chief I asked Mr. Silcock whether he could
give your Lordship the equivalent in royalty terms of a 3<i, down payment, and
he said assuming a 6% discount rate, that is assuming you are getting 6%
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M. J.P. SILCOCK;

Re-exainiiied.

interest on your money, it is ox > oxid. that was translated by
my learned friend .llr. Ilowhray into lld,j^r a 6d, down pajnaent. In the li^t
of that I thou^^/l-i^t to ask Ifc, Silcock to give more detailed figures.
He is giving a differing discount rate hut your Lordship will remember that
he said yesterday that 6d. was the top figure, and the discount rate, idiich
is in effect xjhat you get for your money at the bank, would be rather less
in earlier years. Taking the last line

TTTFi TICE-CJHAHCSLLOR! I am aorry, I am still sticking to Florida. Is there any
B difference between Florida and anywhere else for this purpose?

IIR. VUffilLOTT; Ho, my Lord, but it just happens that the Florida down payment
was 3^* for the low value laaid and 6d., or 10 cents for the hi^^i value land.
Your Lordship will remember Ih:, Collins gave a bracket of 8 cents and 10 cents
per acre as the top.

TEE 'VTCE-CHAITCELLOR; jind then Ocean Island, £100 per acre containing 40»000 tons.
That is simply 6d., 0.6d.

MR. VIMELOTTs This is a different calculation altogether,

THE TICE-CHiilTCELLOR: I am trying to understaaid the figures at the moment.
0.63 is the strai^t 6d., is it?

D I®- VIHELOTTs That is the straight 6d. per ton, A. I am sorry, may I intervenef
that is 0.6d,//5Q, 0,6, and that should be per ton I think, A. I am sorry,
it should be per ton,

THE YICE-CHAHCELLOR: So that is ,6 of a penny there.

I'llR. VIEELOTT: ,6 of a penny.

E THE YICE-CHAKTCELLORs That is old pence, is it? A. This is old pennies, yes
my Lord.

MR. VDIELOTT: Mr. Silcock in chief made a calculation of the royalty eqviivalent
of £100 per acre on the footing it contained 27»500 tons| and my friend quite
ri^tly pointed out in cross-examination that there •viras evidence elsewhere
that 40,000 tons was the expected yield. So he has done the calculation again
taking again a 6% discount rate - that is the last line. Your Lordship sees
that .6 of a penny is the equivalent of 1.05d. A. That is correct. If I
mi^it just correct one thing I said yesterday, my Lord. I said when we
wore talking about interest rates that I thou^t the bank rate had gone up
to T/o in 1929/30, 31/52 period. In fact I have checked throu^ again and it
only went up to It v;ent up to 7/j in 1920, 6-^/0 was the top during that
period of the TK bank rate 5 and for nost of the period it was in the 2J/3
range,

G
THE VICE-CHAlTCELLORs Going back to the top line what that is saying •• is this

ri^t - is that if you pay 3d, now and you take interest rate at 2|% that
3d, paid now is equivalent to 3»85P paid in equal instalments, a tiny
fraction of a penny, paid in equial instalments over 20 years for 20 years.
A. That is correct, my Lord.

Q And that arises ixa relation to Plordia but it has nothing to do -vath Florida,
" A. Ho, my Lord, it arises in relation to a question I was asked in relation'

to Florida,

Q Then the next bit, Ocean Island, £100 psa? acre containing 40,000 tons has
as its equivalent ,6d per ton. A, Yes, my Lord, *
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tm. J.P. SILCOCE:

Ee-ezanined,

Q, ixien you go on to a nev calculation, the .6 of a penns"-. A. Yes,

Q Paid nou is worth .77p. if yon are talcin,^ interest rates at 2j;^ and so on.
A. That is correct, a:id the 20 years is xjorked out down the hotton,

THE •VTCE-CHAIICELLOE; lie, Yinelott, where does that fit in? This is in
amplification and to sone e^ctent nodi-fication of something in the transcript 5
have you the transcript reference?

im. YIH'iLOTTs I touched on it yesterday, my Lord, in re-examination,

THE VICE-CHALTCELLOEs I sdmply want to note up my transcript so that I vri.ll now
refer to 2.15 instead of taking what war said on evidence 22,

Mi. VHIBLOTTs Evidence 22, page 49* That is the first reference in the transcript.
Just helow P, "You were asked "by ne in examination in chief what 5d, per ton
represented in term.s of royalty spread over 20 years, assming an interest
ra-te on capital of &/o (a) Yes. (q) iuid the ansvrar you gave was f-J-d, or 53^5
that is at Day 17 > page 54, I am going to ask you sone more quesj.lons ahout
•Y -".s wliich I am coming on to in a moment but my friend suggested to you that

, a ton wotild be lid, and he sxjggested that lid. was hi^er than the 10|d„
• _*3d on Ocean Island. I v^ant to know whether you can give us the e::act
^/ure, because you put it at 5/l:d, or a ton. Do j^ou follow? (a) I

iOilow er.tirely, I caixiot give it to you out of my head, I am afraid". Then
he goes on to say he has made a calculation.

THE YICE-CHACICELLOE; Tlianlc you,

I-IE. VIEELGTT; Just simamarising the evidence I reminded you of yesterday,
Mr. Silcock, MX. Collins, dealing with the period I925/4O, gave a range of
Florida prices of between 5 cents for, lev; gra.de and 8 to 10 cents for the
hi^ier grade. A. Yes.

0 Mr. Wayne Thomas in liis letter, over a period 1950/45» gives a range of
bx,':ween 4 and 12 cents. A, Yes.

Q And your calculation shows S^at talcing the top of Mr. Collins range, 10 cents,
and taking a 6/0 discount rafe^, which you say is the higjiest for the period,
you get a royalty equivalent of 10.465 that is 5*25 tines doubled

THE VICE-CHAHCELLOEs I am sorry, I am lost,

MP.,- YINELOTTa That is 5d, The equivalent is 5»25* If Jon talce 10 cents, the
top of the raiige, that is 6d,, and so 6d, is now worth 10.46,

TEE YICE-CH/AICELLOEs 10 cents is the same as 6d.

MR, YIHELOTTs mow is worth 5.251 6d, now i,:: worth 10,46, Is that correct?
A, Tliat is correct.

TEE YIGE-CH/JTOELLOEs

M. YEDELOTTs Yes.

Tliat is a,t the CP/o rate.

TEE YICB^CHMCELLOE; So if you add in an extra line in the Florida department,
H 6d,, 10.4'5 or 6}L

ME. YISELOTT; That is ri^at, my Lord.

5.



m, J.P. SILCOCK:
Re-exanined.

THE ?ICE-CBl£ITC3ELLORs imd then we need one other note that 10 cents equals
6d.

IIR, •vntEJIjOI'Ts Yes, iny Lord. That is •tiie $5 pound to xdiich llr, Collins referred.
The offer on Ocean Island was 10^-d plus, initiall;^£100 an acre, later
£150 an acre5 by taking £100 an acre you say that^ar the sane rate of
interest is l,05p. That is the bottom line of the calculation. Is that
correct? A. That is correct.

B Q How in naldng a comparison betvreen Ocean Island and Florida, would you talce
£100 an acre into account? A. Yes, I thinlc so, because it is the same
sort of payment.

^ So I think ariiiimetically if you add up I.05 and 10;^. you get ll,55p,
A. Yes, that is correct.

THE VICE-CHAHCELLORs You add 1.05 to the 10,461 is that ri^it?

Iffi. VIHELOTT; Ho, my Lord, 1.05 to lOgd. 5 10|d was the Ocean Island offer,
royalty, and you add 1.05 to that, and it is 11.55* So in Florida, taking
the top of Mr. Collins range at a discount rate you get 10.46, csnd on
Ocean Island 11.55* Is that correct? A. That is correct.

P, In that calculation yoxx have disregarded, as you told my Lord yesterday,
anything that the Florida ovmer would have earned on his land? A. Yes.

Q I am going to aslc you to look at the question idiich v;as put to you by my
learned friend in cross-examination. It is Day 19 of evidence, page 54f
starting at B. I'ir, Mowbray asked you this question, "I cannot thinlc you
would have be'an using anything about Florida unless you had thou^t that there
were some sales or purchases in the late 20's as well as the early 50's.
(a) Yes, I think that the importance x4iich I would have attached to Florida
would have been pretty low anyhow, (q) What vrould your clients have thon^it
if you had agreed to less - a less, all rigiit, but still less - for
88 grade Ocean Island phosphate than what was being paid for substantially
lower grade Florida phosphate". In the light of the calculation you have
jiost made and the evidence we have o'ust revlevred, what do you say about that
question now? A, I thinli: that the arithmetic is obvioTisly the other way
round now, because the Florida is now sli^tly less than the Ocean Island,

Q The question being put to you was that Florida got more or Florida got more
than Ocean Island? A, Yes.

Q And that is not in fact correct. A, Correct.

Q Turning over the page, just above D, Ihc. Mowbray puts the question again,
"How I will ask you that question tliat I hav3 deferred. Would you have felt

Q happy telling your clients that you had got them less than the equivalent
of the Florida amounts for hi^ grade land? (a) As I say, I do not think
I would have felt uniiappy about that. To put it in perspective, let us take
the figure of 10 cents wliich was talked about, \diich comes to lid,, and my
figure or the figure finally accepted of 10|-d. I think that I would find it
very easy to exx^laiia that land in Florida, in the raiddle of one of the
biggest markets of all, would be more expensive than the royalty value in
Ocean Island with all its remoteness and problems. C>uite hoiaestly I think I

H xiTOuld have put the point the other vray round. If I was trying to Justify
riiyself, vdiich is wiiat you are asking me to do, I think I woiiLd say to them,
'Look, you have got -v/itliin a -g^d, of vdiat they get ;in Florida,' because I think
tha.t the differences are very great". In tho light of the information you

. 6,
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J.P. SILCOOI^:
Ee-exanined.

have jiiat refreslied yoic: raiiid about, TTOuld you £ilve the sane answer to that?
h, I would have been able to say in those circunstances, "Look, I have got
even better than they get in Florida vnth all their advantages".

-1 an

Q nUaat is all I v;ant to ask you about Florida, Ifc. Silcock.

TES VICE-CHZIICELLOE; The point about I),15 as I understaiid it is that if you
take a 6% basis there is quite a striking difference between the sun of
noney, paid novr, and the sun that you would get if there vrere payments
deferred over a period of 20 years. A, That is correct, ny Lord, yes.

(Continued on nent page)
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MR. J.P. SILCOCK;

Re-examined

Q As I see it what pu are now saying is that when you answered these
questions in cross-examination earlier on this factor, the difference
between the 6d. now and 10.^6 pence if it is spread over 20 years, that
was not present to your mind when you gave those answers. A. I think it
was present in my mind, my Lord. I was talking in terms of Jd. being equal
to 5^do or 3^d., which made 6d. equal, if you double up the 5ido and the
5i-d., 10^d. or 11 do I think that what I have now done is refined, if you
like, by going back and looking at the actual calculations, instead of
saying it is ^d. or t that it is actually 5.23 pence, which makes

(OoiW pence.

Q If this point was present to your mind then it was something you did not
include in pur answers to these questions. You did not at the time, say
"Oh well, this question has been put on the wrong basis, in fact the Ocean
Island offer was rather better than the Florida price". A. I think, my
Lord, the mathematics of it Just tip it the other way.

Q I know they do, but what I am trying to find out is this. When these
questions were put to you in cross-examination if this point of the effect
of the deferred payment had been in the forefront of your mind would that not
have been a simple answer to these questions. "What your clients have
thought if you had agreed to less - a halfpenny less, but still less - for
88 grade Ocean Island phosphate than what was being paid for substantially
lower grade Florida phosphate". An answer to that is, "Well, that question
is on the wrong basis, in fact the Ocean Island offer was better than the

jj Florida price when you take into accoimt the effect of deferred payments".
A. Yes, my Lord. I think that I had taken into account the effect of
deferred payments, but I had not calculated them, or in my mind I did not
have an accurate enough figure to show which way it went. The figure
which Mr. Mowbray took and put to me, the basis of the 5^(3.. or 5i'd. that I
had given as a range, he took the lid. as twice 5i'd. which puts it above
the lOjd., whilst the actual figure puts it Just below the lOjd. I think
perhaps what I did not have in my mind to the same extent was the need to

E add in the land purchase element.

Q The £100 per acre .. A. Yes, my Lord.

Q I see, you had the spread effect in mind but you did not have in mind the
conversion of £100 an acre into so much per ton, and then the spread
effect on that. A. And then add the two together, yes my Lord,

MR, VINEIOTTi I want to pass on, Mr. Silcock, to Makatea; also evidence 19.
Page ^1, Looking at the question beginning at A Mr. Mowbray asks you to
look at a passage which he cited. He says, "I read that to Mr. Collins.
Just back on page 6 F, the beginning of the last paragraph there, it says
something about how this arose". Then he reads a passage from the 1911
Report on the Makatea, and it says, the fourth line, "For example, Messrs.
Touze and Albert Goupil receive a royalty of 1.50 francs per ton, with a
minimum of 50,000 francs for the first year, 75,000 francs for the second
year and 100,000 francs for the succeeding years, whether there are any
shipments or not, and we now have to pay these gentlemen 100,000 francs per
annum besides their salaries". You say "Yes", Then you are asked, "So
it looks as though they may have been employees, or had some position in
the operating company,- does it not? (A) Yes, that is a thought, is it not?
(Q) Since it speaks of salaries? (A) I do not know v/hy, but I had the
impression that Mr, Touze was an advocate, but I may be utterly wrong.

H (Q) He could have been that too, (a) He could have been. He could have
kept the books, or something like this, because I do not suppose that they
had an operation on the Island, ((^ At any rate, they were getting a
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MR. J.P. SILCOCK:

Re-examined

royalty. (A) According to this, yes, definitely at that time. , (Q) The
total royalties there would be 2.68^ francs, if I have got my arithmetic
correct, (A) Because we take off the 13, do we not?" and then you do a
calculation and make it the equivalent of Rs.l-Jd. A» Yes.

Q Then the question at G, "You would have wanted, would you not, to get as
much for your Banaban clients as the landowners, Touze, Goupil and Salmon,
got on Makatea". Assuming, Mr. Silcock, that Touze and Goupil and Salmon
were being paid a roysilty for some sort of service which they rendered to
the Makatea company do you think that that royalty is something you would
take into account if you were trying to get a comparison between Makatea
and the landowner^ royalty on Ocean Island? A. I do not really know.
It' is difficult in the sense that we do not know what the royalty was for,
but it certainly was not a landowners' royalty.

Q I asked you to assume that the royalty is paid for some kind of services,
what services we do not know. A. Then I do not think it is comparable
with a landowners' royalty.

Q We know that in 1911 the Makatea landownisrs' royalty was one gold franc.
A. Yes.

Q

Q

What happened to the gold franc, can you tell me? A. The gold franc
remained as it was until I think 1935 or 1936 when the francos gold value
was changed and depreciated in terms of sterling, whilst the commercial
franc had during the periods between the wars depreciated by about five
times compared to the gold franc.

It went off the gold standard, is that ri^t?
gold standard, yes.

A. The franc went off the

Q You were referred to a post war annowincement which I think is at page 210 A
in Bundle 53» Do you have it in English? A. Yes, I have it in English.

Q "The Compagnie Francaise has the honour to inform landowners of Makatea
that with effect from 1st January, 19^7 and without this new ari
constituting" - and then an alternative translation - "*l^n<l/ovaticm' oi
earlier agreements the sums payable for landowners in respect of phosphate
exported and trees cut down and multiplied by 5 will become 5 francs per

metric tonne of phosphate exported". Looking at that announcement do you
infer that the five francs is as a result of a new negotiation or an
ex gratia increase taking account of the collapse of the gold franc, or is
there some other explanation? A. I think it is the latter, I think it is
an ex gratia payment.

Q You were asked some questions about the original 6d. royalty; do you
remember the 1913 royalty? A. Yes.

Q Would you look at Evidence 19, page 32 at C. You were asked this question!
"I follow. Now, starting again at the top of the list, the one I thou^t
of first, the existing 6d, landowners' royalty; you are the London banker,
you put on your pith helmet and go out to advise the Banabans on Ocean
Island in 1930 or something, and your stsirting point, you told us, was the
6d. royalty. (A) Yes. (Q) Would you not want to toow what advice the
Banabans had had when they negotiated that royalty? (A) I would be
interested, yes, but I mean, it is there. (Q) It is your staiting point.

(A) Yes. (Q) Do you not want to know whether it is a safe, sound, solid
jj base to start negotiating with or whether it is something that was agreed

by people who did not know what they were agreeing, (A) Well, I do not
think you can get away from the fact that it has been negotiated and this is
what has been accepted and it is there. It is a fact, it is the sort of
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MR. J.P. SILCOCK;

Re-examined

opening fact of the case, is it not. XQ) It is a fact, but what are
you building on it? (A) What you are building on it is that for, whatever
it is, 17 years or years this has been the ruling royalty. I mean,
whether it has been negotiated on the right basis or the wrong basis, you
cannot do anything aboub it at that stage, you have got to taJke it as a
fact that for I3 years you have been paying that royalty. (Q) Is that all
the weight you are putting on it? (A) Yes, that is why I am saying it is
the starting point," Then the questioning goes on to Nauru, and my Lord
says, "Just one moment, let us deal with this a little further. You are
starting with this 6d. Would you regard that 6d. in precisely the same
li^t, having just the same weight, in these two different cases; case 1,
it was simply negotiated by the Banabans without any outside professional
advice at all, just between them and the authorities; case 2, supposing
it had been negotiated by the Banabans having legal advisers and mining
experts to help them and then after long negotiations with the authorities
finally they settled down on the 6d. Would you attach just the same weight
to the 6d, in those two cases? (A) I think I would, in this sense, that
why I say it is the base is that you must know what has gone before, what
is the status quo, (Q) In either case the 6d. is the status quo, certainly.
(a) Yes, but to judge whatever offer is going to be made by BPC you have got
to compare it with what is the present state of affairs and I do not
honestly think that I would be looking at the then current royalty in any
other v;ay than that. Cq) You see, if it had been fully thrashed out - to
use that as a shorthand expression for full advice from experts and so on -
then in your negotiations with the BPC the BPC could say, 'After full and
e>diaustive consideration the 6d, wa§ settled on,' and so that is the
starting point of vhat was then the properly arrived at figure. On the
other hand, if that has not been done at all, the BPC could not properly
use that argument, they could not say, 'The 6d. is something that is a
firm foundation, thrashed out between technical experts and so on,' All
they could say was 'This is what the Banabans have agreed'. (i^) That is
true. I think if I can perhaps take one step towards this, I would
certainly have felt very different if I had negotiated the 6d, I do not
know necessarily that is the way you are putting it, but clearly if I had
myself been in the earlier negotiation then obviously what happened in
those negotiations carries more weight, because you may have made
(Q) If the early negotiations had been carried out not by you but by
someone in whose skill and assiduity you had great confidence, would not
that have affected you - I mean negotiated by some people for whom you had
considerable respect. (A) Yes, it would have undoubtedly have had an
influence on one. One would always be prepared to use the argument, 'I
do not mind what they say: I say something different.' (Q) It is just
how firm a foundation or platform or starting point for the new negotiations
the existing 6d. provides, whether it is a fully thrashed out 6d. or
v/hether it is very far short of that. That you regard as being of some
relevance, do you? (A) I would regard it as being of some relevance but
not a great deal, unless it had been myself who had been doing the
thrashing out, because then obviously some hostage to fortune may have
been held."

My Lord caine back to this on page 55, immediately after the short
adjournment, I do not want to read the whole passage to you, Mr, Silcock,
but summarising it what was put to you was that negotiating a sale of a
hoiise, if there had been a sale of an exactly similar house you would pay
some wei^t to the question of whether the sale of the similar house had
been at arm's length. Then over the page, just at D my Lord puts the
question "But the principle of a properly advised negotiation on the one
hand, as against a negotiation made without advice, would that apply
equally to mining as to the sale of a house? (A) I think that the
principle is there, I think that the variation from the principle is much
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greatei-. I think that is what I would feel, and the weight which one
would attach to it, I think, is much less for that reason, particularly if
one comes back to the question of the original 6d» and the new 9<io '2fou
know, 13 years have passed, or years, and in many ways the Great War had
been a turning point in so many things, added to which the original
negotiation, of course, was between the Pacific Phosphate Company, which had
nothing like the negotiating strength or the market of BPCo So I think that
the circumstances are very, very different".

What was put to you by iy learned friend Mr. Mowbray when he started
this point of cross-examination is that this was a royalty negotiated with
the Banabans without the Banabans having any advice. A. Yes.

(Continued on next page)
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Q In assessing ttie weight of that 6d royalty, would you pay
regard to the "basis on which the royalty was negotiated,
the mechanics of it and the factors taken into account i
A. Yes I think I would, because an established pattern had
been made which was understood by both parties.

Q Would it affect your mind if you knew that the royalty had been
negotiated, not between the Banabans and the BPC, but betv/een
the Colonial Office and the BPC ? A. Yes. I think the

B Colonial Office obviously had better, or certainly had available
to them better, advice than the Banabans.

Q, You told my Lord you did a lot of homework relevant to the
two periods you were asked about. A. Yes.

Q Lid you have any documents relating to the 19^ negotiation ?
A. Wo, I did not.

Q Can the witness have Bundle 8, and would you turn to page 157•
These are Colonial Office minutes and on page 157 You see:
"As regards the question of price, the company point out that
the royalty per acre at 5d per ton would be £3^. That means
a total output of 15,600 tons per acre. The Company say that on
the terms suggested by Captain Dickson the remaining 1160

£) acres would cost £510,400 but this payment would be spread
over a period of nearly 100 years, as only 12 acres are worked
out per annum and the total payment of £510,400 would be made
in respect of 1162 x 13600 tons = 15,803,200 tons. Further
when the Pacific Islands Company agreed to the royalty of 6d
per ton" - that is the original Crown royalty. A,Yes.

Q they represented that the value of phosphate on the
E Island was 10/- per ton. It would be safe to say that it is now

over £1, In the 4 years 1908-11 the value of Christmas Island
phosphate on the spot has been 30/- 36/'- 28/- and 26/- (cf. also
the ipigures given by the local representative of the Pactific
Piiosphate Company to Mr Mahaffy in April 1909 page 85 of
Australian Wo.202)

"On the basis of a value on the spot of 10/- per ton, a
6d per ton royalty is equivalent to an advalorem duty of
5%. The extra 6d now proposed would bring the total royalty
payable by the Company up to 1/- per ton, which is less than
a 5 pep cent advalorem royalty in proportion as the value
on the spot exceeds £1 per ton.

"Again, the Pacific Islands Company stated at the same
time that their German concessions x^ere without rent or royalty.
The Paxific Phosphate Company now tell us that they pay 6d a
ton to the German Government and a ton to the natives.

"There can I think be no question that a royalty of
1/- per ton is not excessive and that a royalty of 6d per
ton is too low. The extra expenditure involved in the
acceptance of Captain Lickson's proposals should not impose

H an intolerable burden on a company which paid last year 40
per cent on a paid up qapital of £500,000 and 7 per cent on
£125,000 worth of preference shares", and then they go on
to the dividend. So you see the 6d royalty vjas an additional

12
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5d on the 6d agreed in 1902, "bringing up the total royalty
to 5% on the assumed value of £l a ton. A, Tes.

Q, Does that affect your attitude to the 6d a ton royalty
for Ocean Island in 1928, to the Banahans that is ? A, It
makes it clear that it was not negotiated with the Banahans.

Q What was the hasis of the negotiation ? A. I think the hasis
of the negotiation is still that the fixed sum is right, althou^

B it was justified at that time hy using a comparable of a
percentage.

Q, The 5% comparable ? A, Yes.

Q Including the Government royalty of 6d ? A, Including the
Government royalty, yes.

Q Applying the same principles in 1928, what sort of royalty
would you arrive at for the Banahans ? A, Applying the 5%
to the value of the phosphate on Ocean Island, it comes, I
think, to a total of - 5% oii 24/- is 1/2, so with 6d already
going to the Government it would be about 8d.

Q You were also asked some questions about '^hrittmas Island as
j) a comparable, Day 20 of the Evidence, and x-rould you look at

page 15. Just above E you were asked about the Ohristmas
royalty and your answer was: "I think I would put a low
importance to that, because Christmas had not restarted'and
I knew that BPG were thinking of new arrangements there, and if
they had in fact consumated those arrangements for a large
tonnage then 5% would probably come down if they applied the
same regime, as one assumes they would have done, to the BPG

E then the price would have come down upon which the royalty was
,payable. (Q) Gome down from what ? tA) Prom what it had
been pre-war. Ihe royalty price would have been a function'
of the sales. (Q) As in Nauru ? (A) As in Nauru and Ocean,
yes", and then it goes on to Makatea and we come back to
Christmas on pge 29, just below A: "Now I would like to turn to
the Christmas Island royalty. You said you took that as 5%
on the last full pre-war year and got 1/7 (A)'Yes.
(0.) You were prepared to settle for less than 1/3? Why was
that ? (a) Because, as I think I explained a little earlier,
I attach relatively little importance to the Giu-istmas Island
royalty because I believe that BPG, if they moved into
Christmas Island, would have expanded the production very
considerably and the 1/7 would have come down much lower. What
I have not done — I suppose it is roughly the same level as it
would have been pre-war" - is applied again the same 5% formula
to the Ocean Island figure. tQ) As a negotiating gactor you
could certainly have taken a pre-war Christmas royalty that was
actually paid and used that as something to use in argument
with the BPG, could you not ? (A) Yes.' (Q.) There is one thing
that puzzles me. Would you Imok at D.5, Table J ? Do you
see 19^0 ? You do not seem to have used 19^0, but 1959.
(A) Yes. (Q) I wonder why that was ? (A) I think that I

H have taken 1959 becausd the 1940 prices were probably reflecting
wartime shortages, but I think that is the only reason.
(Q) You would not have gone to the negotiating table with
1/7 if you had got 1/10 ? (A) No, I agree vrith that.
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Someone mi^t have said, 'Ph well.,:^' (A) I agree.
How much of a discount on the Christmas rlyalty do you

thinlc you could justify in accepting ? (A) I would have thou^t
that the history of the comparison hetv/een Christmas Island
and Ocean was that there had always heen a hi^er royalty at
Christmas Island, I douht whether I would have given very
much wei^t to having to justify it. (Q) Well, you know
npw'^ perhaps you would not have known then - that your, do
you call them customers or clients ? (A) Both. (Q) Your
customers or clients were inclined to look at the royalties that
were "being got in other places and they are quite justified in
doing that, are they not ? (A) Yes, I do not know whether they
could have known it was 1/10, They would have knovm it was

Then the last question on the page:' "(Q) The BPC were
actually negotiating with the same people, were they not, at
the time we are talking ahout ? (A) Yes, (Q) So there could
not have "been any great difficulty in finding it ? (A) Ho, hut
this is why I think, whilst I agree with you, if I had heen
ahle to find the price I could have said '"You were paying 1/10
to Christmas before the war* I think they would have come hack
and said, 'Look what has happened to Christmas. This is no
comparable' • That is why I am saying that I thinlc I would have
felt that it was not one of the major factors that I would he
wanting to justify my attitude",

Then my Lord said: "I am a little puzzled ahout this,
Mr Mowhray, You have heen talking ahout 1/'^ in 1939 and 1/10
in 19^ for Christmas, You haf^e heen asking how those compare
with Ooean ^sland. I think if you are going to make the com
parison you have to translate the 1/10 and the 1/7 into
Australian currency. (Mr Mowhray): ^ was going to leave that
until a little later, (The Vice-Ohancellor;: I am sorry.
But you do get the transcript scattered with l/7s and 1/lOs
and it is not the right standard of comparisQn, is it ?
(ME ^Whray) No, it is not, (The Vice-Chancellor): One must
try to compa.re like with like, and one is not doing that here.

(Mr Mowhray): 1/10 is really 2/4 in Australian money, is it
not ? (A; Yes, (The "Vice-Chancellor): And what is 1/7 in
Aistralian money ? (A) 2s, (Mr Mowhray): You said yesterday,
I think, - indeed long before that - that you looked at these
compara"blQ royalties for two purposes: one from the competition
point of view ? (a) Yes, (Q) And the other because you
would like to get as much in the negotiations - you did not say
you had to get it, hut you said you would like to get it - as
much as possible. (A) Yes, But I mean, as of those two factors
the competition one is of course by far the most important because
you have got to negotiate it. (/Q) You are taking a very
substantial decrease below 2/4 when you take 1/3. (A) It is
substantially below, yes, (Q.) Can you really justify accepting
ashig a reduction or as big a difference ? (A) I think so.
I mean, if you are asking me to justify myself now that I
have agreed to or I have advised, my clients that they should
accept a certain figure, and they turn round on me and say 'How
can you suggest we should take that?', I think I would have
pointed hack to the person I was talking to and said: '1940
was not a representative year' - and I am now in the situation
of half arguing BPC's case, because you are asking me to justify
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myself - I x^ould have said 'Well, 1940 was not a representative
year,' and it quite clearly is not; most of the period it
was sort of l/5j 1/6, which in Australian terms I suppose is
about 1/10 (we said 1/7 was 2s, so say 1/10-^) and I would
have said that I had recommended that they should argue for
1/6, and we had seen vre could not get 1/6 but vie had done the
best we could".

Then on page 32 Mr Mowbray recommences just below G;
"At any rate, Mr ^ilcook, the figure in your mind for the
Christmas Island royalty when you were forming your opinion
about this was 1/7* (A; Xes. The figure in my mind was 5 per
cent which I was construing with 1/7 on a pre-war basis.
(Q) It was not 2s,, or 2/1, or whatever it is, the Australian
equivalent ? (A) No. I think that if I had taken my arithmetic
throu^ to the conclusions, I would have had to have borne in
mind the 2s.. or whatever the equivalent is - I think you said
it was 2s. (Q.) It is fair to say that you did not attach much
importance to this ? (A) No, I did not attach much importance
to it and even then, I suppose, 1/6 plus the 6d to the G'ilbert
and Ellice Island Colony was again 2s. (Q) How does that 6d to
the C-ii^bert and Ellice Islands —— (A) I think we came into
this before, when I said that the 2s., if we take the 2s., after
all was a payment to the Strait Settlements", and then my
friend goes on to the question whether you should take the
Government 6d into account.

lou referred to some Christmas Island sales prices in
Bundle 51 and you were asked, I think, about page 240, Do you
aee: "The British Hiosphate CommissionerH contracted with
the ^ristmas Island Phosphate Company to take the whole of
their output for 1947, 1948 and 1949 at an f.o.b price of £
50/- Sterling per ton subject to adjustment in the li^t of
costs when full production had been resumed". How do you
understand the term there "subject to adjustment in the li^t
of costs" ? A. Well, I think that BPC were^reserving their
position to go over to the same sort of pricing system as they
had on Ocean/Nauru.

Q And the price would be adjusted in that sense. A, Yes.

Q Then it goes on: "This price appears not unreasonable in_
the li^t of prices of phosphate from other sources etc;
(reading to the woid.s); "5%", That was the passage that was
read to you and I would ask you to go back to look at one
passage on page 239* This is a savingram from the Governor of
Singapor to the Secretary of State in December, 1950J
"I regret that no information is available here with regard
to actual costs of production in Christmas Island. It would,
however, appear that the total cost, including all overheads,
depreciation etc., allo\\red as deductable from income under
the Income Tax Ordinance, incurred by the Christmas Island
Phosphate Co. Ltd in the year 1948 was 33 shillings per ton.
The Christmas Island Phosphate Commission will be able to
reduce costs by increasing the output". Then he refers to
the terms of the lease, "I agree that it would not be possible
to effect any increase in royalty or equitable to levy an
export duty in addition. The Christmas Island Ihosphate
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Gommission claims tliat it supplies the Australian and New
Zealand Governments flin a non-profit "basis. As a result the f.Of"b
price has already heen reduced and further progressive reduc
tions can "be expected. Thus, whiltgthe 5% paid by the
Christmas Island Phosphate Company was equal to about 2/5 per
ton, the rate paid by the British Tb.osphate Commissioners on
behalf of the two Governments for January/ June 19^9 was
2/3.3^d per ton and for the year 1st July 19^9/50th June
1950 works out at 2/1,23d per ton".

Then he goes on - and this is the important paragraph;
"To counteract the effect of this price policy, Mr Harold Gaze
the General ^Wager of the British ^osphate Commission who
recently visited Singapore and who was authorised to act for
the Australian and New Zeala.nd Governments suggested that,
contingent on agreement being reached on another financial questioi

to which ^ shall refer later, a fixed royalty of 2 shillings
per ton be substituted for ^/o on the f.o.b price as from 1st
July 1950 for the remainder of the lease. This suggestion
has been considered by my advisers and I agree with them that
it is acceptable in principle. The average royalty for the
years 1937 to 19^1 was 1/7.2d per ton and althou^ the royalty
rose to 2/6 in 19^8 it would appear that the company was making
unduly high profits and thus inflated the selling price. The

j) point on which I am doubtful is whether such an arrangement
should be accepted for the remainder of the lease which expires
in 1990 and I should be grateful for your observations on
this point", "Tou see that ? A. Yes.

Q How does that accord with your approach ? nl" ^ think it
makes it look as thou^ the price did exactl^I thou^t; the
adjustment clause in the contract was going to bring down the

E price, the increase in output, rather in a way in which I
thought it would do.

Q What about the suggestion that there should be a fixed royalty
of 2/- ? A, That is coming back to a similar scheme as on
Ocean. Of course this is oahlior, but it is a similar scheme
as on Ocean. IClJtDi

Q, Bearing in mind the differences between Ocaan and Christmas
Island, how do you think that 2/— Australian compares with the
aggregate of the royalties paid ? A. I do not thinle that it
is too far out of line at all. The royalties on Ocean are a
bit lower.

THE "VTCE-CHltiNCELLOR: The question is not so much whether Christmas
^ is out of line with Ocean as whether Ocean is out of line
VJ A V T J=__n_ J J_ j_-._With Christmas. A. Yes, my Lord, but I took it that x^ray

?ound because Ocean we have already fixed and this is fix-
Christmas, • fixing

MR "VINELOTT: Put it the other way round, Mr Silcock. In the
light of this paragraph, do you think that Ocean Island was
out of line, the aggregate royalty on Ocean"Island was out of

H line ? A. The aggregate royalty on Ocean Island at that time
was 1/3 plus 6d, I think. 1/9 Australian, which was about
1/^ Sterling. Given that this was fixed five years after
Ocean, or four years after the Ocean Island one, and that there
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had heen a devaluation of Sterling in, I think 1949, so people
were thinking much more'of the likelihood of currency losing
its value in the future, I think they were roughly in 'line.

THE 'VTOE'^HilHCELLOR: They were roughly in line with an 8d
difference ? A. There was a 7d-8d difference, yes.

Q You are taking Ocean ^sland at 1/4 Sterling and Christmas
Island as 2/-, so that makes an 8d difference, does it not ?
A* Yes, my Lord,

Q Of course, as far as the Banabans were concerned it was a
difference between 1/3 and 2/-, It was a difference between
1/3 Australian, which would be what Sterling?

ME YIIIELOTT; Bo you have B.l ? If you look at the royalty dn
Ocean Island, in 1946/47 it is 2/9. That is 1/3 plus 6d plus
•ahdther I/9 which was in fact imposed in 1947- A, Yes.

Q How did that aggregate compare with Christmas Island ?
A. 2/9 Australian is 2/2 Sterling, which is slightly higher
than 2/-, and thb 2/- on Christmas Island is the total financial
benefit to the Straits Settlement, both as landowners and as
taxing authority, as I understand.

Q, Looking at it simply from the point ofview of landowners: in
Christmas Island the Crown is both sovereign and landowner,
on Ocean Lgland it is sovereign not landowner, but imagine
Christmas Island negotiating as a landowner and Ocean Island
negotiating as a landovmer, would you expect to have the'same
rate of royalty on Christmas Island, or something larger, or
something smallep ? How would you expect that to have gone ?
A. I vrould have thought that the landowner on Christmas
Island —— well, on the one hand he had more phosphate in
the land, but because it is per ton that really does not
make too much difference; on the other hand, it was not going
to take the whole island, which it was on Ocean Island. I
would have thought if there was any difference the ecean
Islander, the Banaban, would expect slightly more.

THE VICE-OHANCELLOE; The quality of the phosphate ?
quality of the phosphate was 85 as opposed to 88,

A. The

•Hi

Not much in it ? A. Not enough to make a difference.

ME VINELOTT: What about comparing the costs between Odean and
Christmas ? A. The cost of_mining on^Ocean Island was
greater than the cost of mining on Christmas Island, v/hich would
imply, I think, that the landowner in that factor would expect
less than at Christmas Island. So we have a balance.

Q, Christmas is a lower cost. What about the selling price,
if it was more 'Valuable^phosphate ? A. I can only go on
what I have hea ;1 in evidence so far. I would have thought the
grade would make very little difference to the value. I have
heard some comment about the Ocean Island hardness, the 00.2
content being right at the bottom end of the acceptable
range.
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Q What about shipping ? A, From the shipping point of view,
Christmas Island was in a much more advantageous position.

Q ^ow v;ould that affect the sort of royalty that you would hope
to get for a landowner on Christmas as against Oce^ ?
A. 1 would have thou^t with the easier shipping, ^ suppose,
if the frei^t for a given market is less then the producer
ought to be able to afford a little more royalty. So the
producer shouM be able to afford to pay a little more royalty
and, therefore, this would put the royalty that was paid to
the landowner on Christmas Island sli^tly hi^er than on
Ocean Island.

Q So those two factors, the lower cost on Christmas Island and
the lower frei^t charge, you say would argue a higher royalty
for the landowner on Christmas against Ocean ? A, Yes.

Q What other factors would enter into the comparison ? A. 1
think this comes back to the shipping point, really, because
the geographical location of Christmas Island is certainly
such that it does have the alternative of moving into India
and into the European market.

Q Would that factor favour the Christmas Island landovmer or the
Ocean Island landowner ? A, 1 think that would favour the
Christmas Island landowner.

Q So that is three factors in favour of the Christmas Island
landowner ? A. Yes.

Q Are you sure ? A moment ago you said at the end of the day
you would expect a higher royalty at Ocean to the'landowner.
A. 1 think that was by virtue of the first factor, which
is that it was practically the whole of the island on Ocean
Island. Perhaps that factor does not balance the advan
tages which we have gust listed.

Q Can you perform a balance at the end of this ? A. 1 think
it is terribly difficult, because you are assessing essentially
a commercial criteria on one hand with a social criteria on
the other. But on the commercial criteria 1 think 1 would
have expected a higher roj^alty on Christmas Island than on
Ocean Island.

THE VICE—CHiiHCELLOR; The three Christmas factors favouring a
hi^er royalty are; first, easier loading ? A. The lower
costs, my Lord, for both loading and raising, 1 think. Then
the geographical location, and the easier shipping. Perhaps
1 ought to say the greater shipping opportunities.

MR VTNELOTT: Why are there gres.ter opportunities for shipping;
gust explain that ? A. This is because Christmas Isla.nd is
much closer to the main shipping routes between Japan, Europe
and Australia.

MR VIHELOTT; The possibility of back-loading. A. Yes.
THE VTCE-CH/xHCELLOR; THose are all factors that would affect the

operator making him rather more able or rather more willing
to pay a higher royalty. A, Correct.
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Q As far as Ocean Island is concerned, you liave got sli^tly
better quality pbospbate, to whicli you do not attach much
weight ? A, Mo, and which is probably counter-balanced anyhow

by the hardness, and then I put the social factor.

Q That is really the whole argument. That, of course, is a factor
unlike all the other factors you mentioned, that would primarily
operate on the minds of the Banabans, the landowners, A. Yes.

Q The other factors would really operate on the mind of the
operator ? A. Yes.

Q Of course, that makes the'equating of those factors all the
more difficult ? A. Yes, my Lord.

MR VIKELOTT: I am going to leave ^iiristmas Island and come to
Nauru. Would you look at Day 19? page 33'• "(Q) Now let us
go on to Nauru. There is no reason to suppose, is there, that
the Nauruans had any advice or proper advice when they negot
iated that 7-2<3. royalty ? (A) No. (Q) Man you base any
reliance on it as a comparable? Let me guat explain what I
mean. I can see that there are questions of competition here.
(A) Yes. ('^) And what the BPC might do. But no\-r let us try to
separate the tvio ways you can use the Nauru royalty. Let us
leave those questions on one side and treat it just like the
Australian coal royalty, only much closer to home. Treat it
just as a comparable. Do you see what I mean ? (A) Yes.

"(Q) Is it any use as a comparable ? (A) By 'comparable' in
this you mean a yardstick to gauge one's success as a negotiator?
(Q) Yes, something to measure the offer against. (^) Can you
do that in vacuo without competitors ? (The Vice-Chancellor):
Without talcing about what ? (A) About compeiiition.
(Mr Mowbray): I should have thou^t you could, because you
are looking at the Australian coal, for instance . (A) Yes.
(Q,) And I know this is where you have to cut off your brains
again, but will you try and think of it just as a measure and
forgetting for the moment questions of compeititon and BPC
withdrawing to fortress Nauru. (A) One is putting onself in
the position of saying, 'How far do I think I can get?' and
that is really what you must be doing in that situation.

" (Q9 What do you moan, Mr Sucock ? (A) I mean, if I am
using it as a comparable - can I put it round another way ?
(Q) Yes, please do. (A) Because I thinlc it is a very difficult
subject to understand on its otiTO, cut off from eversrfching else.
What one is using a comparable yardstick for, in trying to
cut the competitors off in effect, is to say, 'Are they doing
(I think) markedly worse than anybody else?' Now I suppose one
flows from that to saying, 'Is there a way that I can get them
markedly better?' , but I think one jnrhaps ia starting off by
saying, 'Are they doing markedly worse?'. I think that is the
only way I can really define that as just a comparable on its
own.

"(Q,) I xTOnder if a better way of approaching the question
is like this. You have already concluded that you have got to
do a deal with the BPC. (A) Yes . (Q) So you, with your pith
helmet on are negotiating with someone from the BPC. (A) Yes.
(Q) Really it is he who is ^oing to be using the Nauru com-
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paralDle, is it not ? (A) Yes, (Q) He is going to "be saying
"Hie Nauruans took '7^ " (A) * — You take it*.
(Q) Yes, 'You take it', ((i) 'I kave offered you 9d and
that must "be ' (Q) Yes, '9d is a lot more than that'.
Would not you he able to laugh that away and say 'There was no
one helping the Wauruans, they did not know what they were
doing'? ^A) I think it is very difficult to lau^ that away,
because whether they had anybody helping them or not does not
matter, we have got a contract. That is the worry I have.
(Q,) Are you talking about competition now? (A) This, you see^

B is exactly it, yes. (Q) You are. (A) Yes". You see there ;
there are these two things the comparison as a comparison and
competition. A. Yes.

Q It was put to you that in looking at Wauru purely as a com
parable - assuming you can accomplish that difficult exercise -
it was not any use as a comparable because it was negotiated
by the Efanebarrs. lb you see that ? A. I do see that.

Q, You, 1 believe, had Bundle 5^ when you prepar^^a your evidence.
A. Yes.

Q Did you readthis bundL einthe course of preparing your
evidence ? A. I did indeed read bits of it^

Q It starts with a report which I need not trouble you with,
and then on page 5 you get the mandate for Nauru. Do you
see that ? A. Yes.

Q, Would you look at •'^rticle 2. It sets out the pox^rers of the
Mandatory: "The Mandatory shall have full power of adminis
tration and legislation over the territory subject to the -
present Mandate as an integral portion of his territory. The

E Mandatory shall promote to the utmost the material and moral
well-being and the social progress of the inhabitants of the
territory subject to the present Mandate", A, Yes.

Q That defines the powers and the duties of the Mandatory.
It is apparent from this bundle that reports vrere made by
the Administrator appointed by the Australian Government ?
A. Yes, I have seen those.

Q Going on to the years 1928-31, we know that an agreement x-^ras
enoered into in July, 1927? governing Nauru. A. Yes.

If you would turn to ptge ^3, you xi^ill see that the royalties
are in fact prescribed in the ordinance. A, Yes.

Q So the source of the royalty is the ordinance. If you go
back to page 20 you will see a report to the league of
Nations which sets out the proposals submitted by the
landowners, "proposed new conditions". Do you see that ?
A, Yes.

Q Then over the pagehalf-way down: "The landovmers have
further stated, that they x/ill agree to an extension of the
proposed period of agreement provided that at the end of the
first and each succeeding five years, the rates of payment for
leases, trees destroyed, and royalty be fixed by arbitrators,
one to be apppoint©d"by the landowners, one by the BPC and one
to be mutually agreed upon". So x^rhat has transpired
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has "been discussed "betrween the Administrator and the landowners
and was suhmitted in the Administrator8s report to the League
of Rations. A, Tes.

12.00

Qlf you had heen advising the Banahans in 1928 V7ould you have
looked to see what the royalty payments were ? A. I would
have done, yes.

B Q Would you have looked at the report to the League of Rations ?
A. Tes, because that is where they were set out.

Q In 19'^7 the League of Rations, of course, has disappeared and
^auru became a tmistee territory of the United Rations.
A, Tes,

Q, Before we go to that, can I just take you to one paragraph
at page 78 dealing with the situation in 1939• Ihis comes
from the minutes of the thirty-sixth session of the Permanent
Mandates Commission. Tou see that ? A. Tes.

Q On page^78 you get a comment by Mr Halligan. He is for Rauru,
the Officer in charge of the Territories Branch of the Prime
Minister's Department of the Commonwealth of Australia, and he
explains the new arrangements as being more generous than the
old ones. Then Mr Rappard comes in. He is Vice-Ohairman of
the Commission and he says: "Mr Rappard concluded from the
facts stated in the report and the accredited representative's
explanations that the Rauruan landowners had had a perfectly
fair deal. He assumed that the price mentioned by Mr Halligan
was less than the world market price; in that case how was
the product distributed ? '^ere was, doubtless, a keen demand

E for Rauruan phosphates if the price were below the normal
world cost". Tken Mr Halligan explained how the system
worked. Two-thirds of the way down: "Mr Rappard noted that
part of the royalty earned was spent for the benefit of the
natives part was invested in a fund, and the largest part was
distributed in the form of individual payments. Could fuller
details of the latter be supplied in later annual reports?"
Mr Halligan agreed to arrange for this information to be
furnished", and then they go off on another topic.

Then turning to post 19^6, we get in 19^8 page 88
first, the draft trusteeship agreement for Rauru, and in
•^i-rticle 5: "The Administering Jiuthority undertakes that in
the discharge of its obligations under Article 3 of this
Agreement: 1, It will co-operate with the Trusteeship Council
in the discharge of all the Council's functions under Articles
87 and 88 of the Charter; 2, It will, in accordance with its
established policy: (a) talce into consideration the customs
and usages of the inhabitants of Rauru and respect the rights
and safeguard the interest® both present and future of the

indigenous inhabitants of the Territory", and I need not read
the rest of that, "(b) promote, as may be appropriate to
the circumstances of the Territory, the economic, social,

jj educational and cultural advancement of the inhabitants;
(c) assure to the inhabitants of the Territory, as may be
appropriate to the particular circumstances of the Territory
and its peoples a progressively increasing share in the
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administrative and otlier services of the territory", and so on.
Rather more detailed than the previous one.

Then if you would go on to page 89 you will see the
report to the General •'Assembly of the United Rations for
19^8 from the period 1st July, 19^7? to 30th June, 19^8,
A, Yes.

Q Just below the table on p^e 90 you see; "The new phosphate
royalty agreement (see section 8^) which was signed on 23rd
May, 19^7? became operative from the 1st July, 19^7» raising
the total royalty payable on each ton of phosphate shipped from
eightpence to thirteen pence, exclusive of the sixpence per
ton paid to the Administration to cover the ordinary expenses of
Administration. The new royalty rates have grer,tly enhanced
the economic status of the indigenous inhabitants". Do you
see that ? A. Yes.

Q Turning to page 9^, I think I can pass over quite a bit of
that because v^e have looked at that. A, Yes, I have.

Q That is the new rates. Page 102, we get questions asked
about the report by members of the Trusteeship Council X'/hich
start, in fact, on page 96 x/here it gives the persons attending.
It is the official record of the Pifth Session from the 15th Jxme,
19-^9, to the 22nd July, 19^9- ^ On page 102, in the left-
hand column: "Mr Soldatov (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
noted from the reply to question 15 that the Council of Chiefs
had requested that the royalty for the mining of phosphates
should be increased to the sum of one shilling and tenpence
halfpenny per ton, and that the sum of one shilling and a penny
had been agreed upon. He would like to know if the indigenous
population of Rauru had the opportunity to make an agreement
with another company which might offer them more advantageous
terms"•

Then if you turn to p^e 105, the third paragraph: "Mr J.
R Halligan, Secretary of the Department of External Territor
ies, who had been appointed as special representative of the
Administering Authority, submitted written ansx/ers/2 to
written questions addressed to him by members of the Council

F on the report" A. I am sorry, I am lost.

Q My friend asks me to read Mr Halligan s reply to Mr Soldatov:
"Mr Halligan .,. replied that the British H^osphate Commissionrs
had the monopoly of phosphate deposits in Rauru. In such
circumstances the population could not concluse such an agree
ment as that mentioned by the Soviet Union represrntative",

G the VICE^CH/lRCELLCR ; Are you coming to a question soon, Mr
"Vinelott ?

ME VIRELOTT: Yes, my Lord. Having looked at these reports
and the dates and having seen how the royalty had been actually
fixed, does this affect in any xjay your view of the Hauruan
royalty purely as a comparable ? A. Yes, I think it does. I
think it would strengthen veiy much the EEC's case, or argument,
that it had been negotiated in such a way that it was going tobe
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acceptable at least with the United Nations or the League of
Nations in an advisory position during the negotiations,
and that the whole time the negotiators were having to look
over their shoulders at a sort of post-audit procedure from the
United Nations a'the League of Nations, which obviously gives
it a mark of acceptability and means that somebody whose job
it is to judge these things had looked at it and had judged
it.

(Continued on next page)
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Tou were asked by my friend to look at Nauru purely as a
comparable,if you could»and put out of your mind the
competitive situation. Can you tell my Lord which of those two
a-ccidcnta of Nauru, this comparability on the one hand,its
position as a competitor on the other hand, is, in your view,
most important in considering royalty levels of Ocean Island?
A. I find this question so difficult to divide between the
two because the comparability makes so much difference to

B the competibility. I think that this add?- a. lot to the
strength of Nauru on a comparable basis.

Q What does? A.The fact that there is — no,perhaps I should
start again. I think that the competibLity angle is the most
important on Nauru,because BPG could,in the last resort,
make do with Nauru on its own,but could nerver make do
with Ocean Island on its ovm. But,as I vras trying to say
yesterday.this is why I find this such a difficult question,
and I don t make a lot of sense of it sometimes: in the BPG's
eyes the com'P^^sibility was probably the most important thing,
because if they gave more away at Ocean Island it was
going to affect their situation on Nauru; so that they
were looking at it on the basis of perhaps comparison as
the much more important item. Prom the point of view of
the future of Ocean island, I think probably the competitive

D situation was most important because they were their biggest
competitor. I am afraid it is not a very helpful answer.

Q It is a difficult division to do. It is one my friend asked
you to do and that is why I asked. Going back over the
whole period which you covered, 1928-47, which year or other
period - if you want to talk about another period,do so -

£ during that stretch of time do you think was the best period
from the point of view of the Banabans for negotiating a
royalty arrangement with BPG? A. I would have thought 1928,
before the slump started,or the stock exchange crash started..
— probably 1928. The runner-up would be 1958,1 think,
when the market really was beginning to recover again.

Q 1928 your top favourite; 1958 next? A.Yes.

Q How do 1940 and 1947 compare as between the two? A. I
would have put them roughly on a par,because in 1940,whilst
conditions were fairly buoyant,at least until November when
the Germans started to shell things,the war was a very
depressing thought, whilst in 1947 there was a different
form of uncertainty and what was going to happen after the
war, but probably more optimism. The present,in 1940,was
better than the present in 1947; but the future in 1940
probably looked blacker than the future in 1947.

Q How do you rank them one .against the other? A. I put them
on a level

Q You told my Lord that, in 1928, you would have st...irted at 9d
TT you would have made a counteroffer, and you would have '

hoped,in 1928,you thought, a possibility of ending up with
l/-d? A. Yes.
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Q In IS^-O we know tkat there was an agreement - not "binding,
but an agreement - at l/-d? A. ^es.

Q The agreement in 1928 was 10-^d? A.Tes.

Q In 19^0 it was l/-d? A-Yes.

Q And in 19^^? 'blie offer is l/-d, l/6d counteroffer, ending up
at l/3d? A.Yes.

Q Can you eii^lain to my Lord why it is that in the year when
the bargaining positionis strongest, you get the lovirest royaltyr,
and in subsequent years,when you say that the bargaining
position is less strong, you get higher royalties?

A. I think that the exchange rate comes into it here. The
Australian pound had depreciated and I would have thought
that one of the factors which BPG probably took into account
when still cagreeing,if you like, the 10-Jd which had been
offered in 1928,when it was finally fixed in the late 1930,
early 1931,w^s that there had already been a partial de
valuation of the Australian pound,and they could probably see
a bit more coming, and they felt that that devaluation,
and the fact that they were going for lO-jd - which,in sterling,

D was over-generous - they probably saw that the value of that
offer was going to go down during the '30s, so that one
really is not seeing the offer effectively going up in the
difficult years, it is really trying to keep roughly in
line with iihat is going on.

THE VIGE-GHARGELLOR: Mr Vinelott,! am not sure what the basis
of your question is. If you compare,in 1928,an offer of

E Australian money with an offer of Australian money inpL9'^7,
you cannot juet say l/5d or l/3d is better than l/-d,because
you have to turn them into terms of real money and real
value.

MR VINELOTT; Quite so. I did not want to put that to the
witness because I thought my friend might say I was leading;
but I think the witness has given,at any rate partly,that
answer.

Q To make a comparison between your lO-Jd or l/-d in 1928,
lO-g-d actually offered and l/-d that you might have squeezed
out in the circumstances, and the l/.-d which was provisionally
agreed in 19'^0, the comparison ther^^as between parity in
sterling and Australian in 19^0, a devalued Australian pound?

Q A.Correct.

But in 19'^7 there has been further inflation? A.Yes,inflation.

THE VIGE-GHANGELLOR; If you turn them all into equivalents
of the value of money at those three dates,1928,194-0 and 1947
it looks as if the offer ..instead of getting better,is '
getting worse? A.I have not done the numbers on the basis

H of the table which your Lordship produced.

Ceruainly,Qf the 1928 l/-d (which is what you hoped to
receive') and the 1940 l/-d (when the agreement was reached)
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tlie 19'^0 l/-d is a good deal worse than the 1928 l/-d on any
view? A.Tes,indeed; hut what I was trying to "bring out in
my answer to Mr Vinelott was that we talk ahout the 1928 l/-d,
hy the time it was accepted, or the 10|-d hy the time it
was accepted, in early 1931, prohahly -

Q You talk ahout acceptance. A. No.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: It was very far from acceptance,

MR VINELOTT: The 10-|d when it vras fixed on the spot in January
1931,that was in a devalued Australian currency? A. I don't
think it was ever said what it was in; hut the Australian
currency had devalued to 108^,something like thcot.

Q B-ut going hack to 1928 you have parity between the Australian
pound and sterling? A. Yes.

Q If you take the l/-d, which you said you thought you might
conceivably have got, or the equivalent, and you compare
that with the l/-d offered and accepted,subject to contract,
in 19^0, I think the point my Lord has made is "^^t you
have got, interms at any rate of sterling, a loi^royalty?
A.Yes,you have.

Q And in 19'4-7 there had been inflation affecting both currencies?
A. Yes.

Q Going on to 19^5-4-7, the l/-d Australian is on the table,as
it were,something which was put forward in 1940? A.Yes,

Q V/e knew that the Banabans asked for l/6d? A.Yes.

QAnd l/3d was the figure ^uvj^cd? A.Yes.
Q Putting aside entirely any sentimental considerations,any

tenderness toviards the Banabans,any feeling for the hardships
they had suffered,fellow feelings by the Commission's own
employees for what they had suffered, putting all that aside,
assuming that BPC is a hard-headed concern concerned only
with maximum - I will not say profit,but benefit-r where
would^you, looking at it in 1946, expect to finish up?
A.Having started with their offer of l/-d?

MR VINELOTT: Yes.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: Mr Vinelott, is this assuming that the
witness comes in to negotiate ©rr Bmiaba?

ME VINELOTT: Yes. Could I elaborate this a litule further,be
cause in cross-examination there was some crnfusion about this?

Q Let me ask you to assume that you are negotiating on behalf
of the Banabans and you are given a carte blanche. They just
trust you to get the best you can for them,they do not put
any pressure on you one way or the other. A.Yes.

Q Mr Maynard comes out in 1946 on a goodwill visit and you open
the bidding with him. Do you understand? A.Yes.
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Q The first question is: Where would you start the bidding?
THE VIGE-GEANGELLOR: Mr Maynard is offering l/-d?

MR VIITETjOTT: l/-d is on the table. Mr Maynard comes out.

THE VIGE-GHANGELLOR: The witness's hands are not tied by any
l/6d counter-demand; he is left a completely free hand to do the
best he can for the Banabans?

MR VIHELOTT: Yes. Mr Maynard has come,he comes out of goodwill,
® not to offer l/-d,but Mr Silcock opens the bidding. (To

the witness): What bid do you put in? Where do you start?
A.I think I would have started in the l/6d,possibly l/9d range,
but that range.

Q That is the bidding. If Mr Maynard then went away and said:
"I must consult v;ith BPG",because he is only a manager,not
a senior man, "I have to consult with the board,theCommissioners,
ar.'d/^ien I v;ill come back" , and if he then came back and said,
"Ybm' l/3d. is as high as we are prepared to go",what would
your attitude be to that? A. I think i would try to have another
round and say: "Surely you can go l/6d".I would try to find
sometliing to get some little bit out somev/here; but in the last
resort I think I would have taken,,l/3d.

THE VIGE-GHiiNGELLOR: What was the equivalent of the 1931 lO-Jd?

MR VIHELOTT: Taking the 10-^d in Australian currency first of all.

THE VIGE-GHANGELLGR: The imposed lO-^d in Australian currency?
A.Let us take 10^d;in 1931, 108^ it xirent to in October.

Q It might be easier for you to ansv/er ray question after the
adjournment,unless the matter lies readily to hand; but at
some stage I would like to know. A.I would prefer to dothat
rather thancalculate it in the witness box.

MR VIKELOTT: Yes. There are quite a number of factors to be
taken into account. I will come back to that.

THE VIGE-GHANGELLOR: I appreciate it is quite unfair to ask the
witness to do that sort of thing at pistol point in the wit
ness box. Tell me at 2 o'clock. Very well.

MR VIMELOTT: Put the situation slightly differently. Youiore
brought in at a later stage when there have been discussions
between Mr Maynard and the Banabans,and l/3h has been
mentioned by Mr Maynard,and accepted,subject to contract,
with sc:me little grace, by the Banabans? A.Yes.

Q They then hear of your skill as a negotiator and say: "Gome
out here and negotiate for us,see if you can do any better",
what-do you think is the result then?Is it going to be the
same?' A. Gan I make one point on the earlier one,because I
think I should have made it in answer to the previous question.
You set the scene by saying it vras jUst a goodwill visit,and the
Banabans had to make an offer. Obviously one would have preferred
he said: "You come with an offer first". I think that if,in this
situation,we are saying l/3d has been o.fered by BPG and semi-
accepted by theBanabans, one probably x^jould have gone for l/6d,

H possibly, It is' very difficult answering it.You are starting on
a higher floor,but you are starting from a floor which has partly
been accepted,That is the difficulty,of kr.owing to what extent
that was acceptance.

Q At that stage you think you might have squeezed a bit more
out of them? A. Yes.
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Q I asked you these questions "because I wanted.to try to
explain a passage in your evidence, Day 21, page IJ-P/G.

l£.50 This is Mr Mowbray's rather ingenious idea of taking a
A bracket of from l/-d to 5/""d and then dividing it down the

middle? A. "^es.

Q Mr* Mowhray asked:

"The Banahans got l/3d without any help from anyone? (A)
viip.• "'"es. (?-•,) We are assuming that someone like you went to

help them. Is not this right, that you would not think
B you had done your Job - looking "back on it,you would not

really think you had done your Jo"b - unless you had got
them more than they could have got for themselves,would

you? (A) I do not know. It depends really how much there
was there to get. I take the implied flattery behind
your comro.ent,but obviously one would have liked to have
got more than that, but one does not always get what one
likes.

"(Q) But you could have got 3/~d, or something close
to it,could not you? (A) I do not think so, no. I do
not think so.

"(Q) Would you care to put a figure on - we have got a
bracket now and perhaps it is not fair to press you any
further, but would you care to narrow the bracket or
put a figure on what you think you might have got,
negotiating for the Banabans now?

"(A) Well,I think,perhaps,let us fix the lov/er end of
the bracket first, because I think, as you say, the
lower end, once you enter negotiations,presumably is
l/3d which was got without advice - not necessarily
without advice. It may be in the circumstances that the
best -waj of approaching it was not in the hard-heated

businessman way,it was the Banabans saying, 'Can't
you come and help us?'. But I would like to feel that I
was going to get the same, so let us say the lower end
of the bracket is l/3d. I think if I had got l/6d I
should have been reasonably pleased,if I had got l/9d
I should have been very pleased. l/9d was twice the
existing royalty.

"(Q) And that is as much as you could have got? (A) It
is as much as I would have expected to get, yes".

Looking at that passage again,when you gave that answer
which situation were you envisaging^going out with plen
ipotentiary povjers to negotiate wit^the Banabans, there being
no history of negotiations, or going out after l/3d has been
been on the table by BPG? A. I thinkit's clear from the cop-
text that I was expected to goput after the l/3d was already
on the table.

ME "VPNELOTT: I want to go through some slightly more detailed
points. First of all would you go back to Day 20,page 18?
My Lord, I think,looking at this,it really rather ties up
with the question your Lordship asked the witness to look at
and come back after the adjournment, so that I will come
back to it. It is the inflation point,
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r.' Going on at page 20—A [of Day 203 , you are dealing here with
a suggestion b:? Mr Mowbray in 1930 that it might have been
better,from the point of view of the Banabans,if BPG had
been asked to leave the matter for a few years until it had
settled down. The question was put to you:

"(Q) Do you think it might have suited both parties,really,
in 1930 for the BPG to have withdrawn its offer for t\<ro
or three years until things settled down? (.i.) I tnink
it is a course. 1 would not like to say whether it V70uld
have suited tnen better because I do not know to what
extent, once the basic decision had been made to go the
compulsory purchase route,they had started to order
equipment and that sort of thing.

"(Q) Alternatively they could have taken a smaller area.
(A) I do net know the answer to that. I wouldjhave
thought - and this is pure surmise,like most bf it -
that they had designed the plant for a certain production
output and therefore they would xrant the land to support
the plant output over d^he years. That is the way I would
have thought they would have looked' at it." V; • •1.'

"(Q) No doubt they would,but what I a;;, suggesting is
that they could keep compulsory purchase in reserve
and agree on - I do not know how many, 20 acres or 50
acres for the time being until one could see how prices
settled down or how the market settled down? (A) I
imagine that they might have been able to. I do not
know how compulsory purchase works. The company has to
make the application inthe first instance, so they could
have done, yes".

Going back to this time, 1930, when things were beginning
to look rather bad, do you think if BPG had abandoned
their quite elaborate plan - which you remember they had in
1930 - for putting in new plant and equipment,enlarging out
put, which required the additional 150 acres, and had taken
just a little bite to keep things going in 1930 -

MR MOWBRAY: Is my learned friend saying that the new plant
required I50 acres? I do not know hov; he knows that —
150 acres for 20 years.;,they might have required it for some
thing else for a number of years,one just,does not know.

THE VTGE-GHANGELLOR: It is a very elaborate question. One
cannot say the plant requires 150 acres, you get a highly
complicated question of economics.

MR VINELOTT: I can put this in a different way. It will take
longer, of course.

'7I0E-0HANGELL0R: I think you had better take a little longer.

MR VINELOTT (to the witness): You have looked,I believe,at
the plans that BPG had in 1930,so far as it is dealt with
by correspondence? A. Yes.

Q Were they geared to any particular level of prod.u d5tion,can
you rem.jnber? A.They were geared to,as I understand it, a
production level of 300,000 tons per annum; although certain
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otlie.c levels were discussed, I think they came down,certainly
in the discussions, on v;hat sort of royalty was going to he
paid, they came down on to an aim of 300,000 tons per annum;

Q Prom what you have heen ahle to get from these very numerous
documents, in 1950 would the implementation of Bi-C s plans
in that vray have necessitated the acquisition of a large area
or a small area, or what area? A. I think of a 1 rge area,
because I would have thought they would have wanted to

B depreciate the new plant over 15-20 years, so that I would
have thought that they needed to know that they had land
which they could work for that period,

Q If they had taken a small bite,which my friend suggested in
that question, 20 or 50 acres, do you think that would
have been enough, in the BPG's mind, to justify this added
capital expenditure? A. No, i do not. Thinking a little more
about it, the logistics of it,as I see it, are that you
have point A,vj'here the drying plant is going to be,and which
will be near the loading. What you have to do is to start at
point B, which is the furthest point away from A, and
then g;raduall3^ work backwards toi^ards A, because otherwise
you are going to be laying all your cableways and things
over land you have already worked out; so that you start
at the far end and you come back towards A. That is the way
I,as a layman,would imagine you do this.D

G

Q Assuming th't your deductions or inferences you have Just
explained are right, that BPC would not be able or would not
want to launch into this scheme of capital expenditure if it
could only take a 20 or 50 acre bite in 1930, assume that BPC
does take a 20 or 50 acre bite what do you think is the
probability that in the 1930s BPC would want to come back and
take another bite? Do you think it is certain, or less than
certain? A. It is less than certain, because in the 1930s
they have proceeded with the Nauru plans of cantilver and
heavy expansion in the output, and they have said,towards the
end of that pej?iod,that they are likely to run down their
output on Ocean Island.

Q Judging from the documentary evidence and your investigations,
how would you place that probability? I am not asking you to
give it percentagewise? A. I would have thought it was less
than 50%.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: Less than 50% of what? A.Of the probability
that they would go back and -

Q Less than a 50: 50 chance that BPC would come back and try
to get more land at Ocean Island for mining? A.During the '30s.

MR VINELOTT: Assuming they had only been restricted to a. 20
to 50 acre bite, and they had not put in these schem® of
capital expenditure? A . Yes.

Q Advising the Banabans in 1930,is that a risk,that they would
not come back,that you would have wanted to take on their
behalf? 29
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A. I f^"ink it is not a risk one wanted to take, o,nd I tiiink
that tl.w extent that was a risk which was in the forefront
of one's mind would have depended on the period in 1930 under
discussion* '

Q I was thinking at the end of 1930,rather than at the beginning
of 1930* A. Then I think it is a risk I would not have
wanted to take.

g Q Going to 19-^7 - I am sorry to have to dodge from one to
another, hut my friend did it - you have told my Lord what
sort of offer you would have made if you had met Mr Maynard of
the BPC. Can you answer this general question:Do»you think,
in the situation of the Banahans as it was in 19^6-^7?that they
were better served taking a tough line with BPC and bringing ^
in an outsider like this, or negotiating on their own? If
you feel you cannot answer that question, do say so.

THE 7IGE-GHANCELL0R: I feel a little bit of difficulty about
that,because I think you started off by saying, "By taking
a tough line and bringing in an outsider".

MR VIITELOTT; Yes.

THE VIGE-GHANGELLOR: Do outside negotiators necessarily have
D to be tough?

MR VIHELOTT: No; but the Banabans t-. a certain extent are
taking a tough line if they bring somebody in from outside.

THE 7ICE-GHANCELL0R: To bring anyone in at all is to be tough,
is it?

MR VINELOTT: Itis showing an inclination of being tough,
if you look at it in a purely commercial way.

THE VIGE-GHANGELLOR: If you leave out the toughness and formulate
your question without any toughness, if the choice is^simply
between bringing and not bringing in an oLitside negotiator
then some of my difficulties disappear, and possibly some of
the witness's, I do not know.

MR VINELOTT (to the witness): I will put this question in a
slightly different way: in 194-6-47, if you disregard altogether
any sentimental considerations, any consideration of vjelfare,
friendship, and so forth, looking at it purely as an
economist and businessman, would you say that the Banabans,
vis-a-vis the BPG, were in a strong or a weak bargaining
position? A. I think they v/ere in a weak bargaining position.

Q Erom a purely commercial,economic standpoint? A.Yes. They
had only one real card at all,which was that they did have
phosphate which could be shipped in the very near future;
but so far as the longer term prospects are concerned,I
thought they had a weak bargaining position.

Q But when you speak of the Immediate future,I think you told my
Lord yesterday that there must still have been at least 3-J
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rc-M tons unmined on Ocean Island? A.Yes,I '.Id say tliat.

THE 7ICE-CHANGELL0R: 3^ million tons nnmined in the areas
BPC already had?

ME VINELOTT:That is so.

Q Would you look at Evidence, Day 22, page A-7-D. I asked the
questi an:

B "(Q) So assuming the estimate of tonnage in the 150
acres is accurate at 1950 - I think it was in fact
later - you have 3^ million tons in • Is that right?
(A) Yes,plus some,I think,of the 1915 land.

"(Q) When you were asked the question about Sir Albert
Ellis's statement, did you make any assumption as

to whetner the increased production from Ocean Island,
if you took the maximum production from Ocean Island,
would necessitate the acquisition of further land
or v/hether you could get it from the 150 acres? (A) No,
I think that it could certainly be obtained from the 150
acres. I rather took Sir Albert Ellis's letter on this

review as the sort of letter which is written after the
conclusion of the negotiation,saying: 'Of course,we
want everything you have got. We need you badly' -

TA you know, I think that is the style of letter I thought
it was".

Do you see that? A. Yes.

Q In the light of that what do you think is the immediate
future? A. I think that the immediate future could have been
settled out of the land they already had unmined,and that that
would carry them through the period when they wore of greater

E importance to BPC, on a strictly commercial basis.

THE YICE-GHANGELLOR: But,on the other hand,BPG would have the
difficulty that they would have to spend a lot of money to
get back into operation on Ocean Island anyv;ay,and if they
had only got the 3^ million tons and no more,there is a
question of what sort of return they would have been getting
for their expenditure and rehabilitation production? A.Yes,
but I think they had put people back,and very quickly,and
obviously xirere trying to stick the bits together again.

Q You do not think that the cost of restarting,as it v^ere,if
they had only got their existing land and no certainty of
any more land,would have been a serious discouraging factor?
A. I do not think so, no. I think they x\rere paying very high
prices for phosphate from outside during this period, and
I think they were keen to put their people there and get
what they could off the island.

MR VINELOTT: I am obliged to your Lordship,

Q If I can pursue it further: you have 3^ million tons on
Ocean Island in 19^7 at least? A. Yes.
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Q Brit tliai disregards the "balance of the 1913 la 'd/.diich they
fctill^had in 1930? A. Yes.

Q Working simply, repairing what their installations were on
Ocean Island in 19^2,when the Japanese came,just making do
and mend,no ela"borate schemes, supposing some"body had said,
theCrown h.^,^gff4d^g '̂̂ ^ou aren't going to have any land on
Ocean IslGum. fe^p it for some other purpose",how long
would that 34- million tons take to min'- , looking hack to the
pre-war figures of production? A. They were talking about a
level of going down to 250,000 tons roughly. 'Would not it be
fairer to look at the rates they achieved after he war?

Q Immediately after the war? In the three years we have it
is 170, 205, 177. A. At 250,000 tons per annum it would
have lasted 1^ years.

Q We have seen from the accounts - you may have it in mind -
how far they mrote their investment down on Ocean Island?
A.Yes.

Q And what work they carried out up to 19^7* If they had been
told: "No more land at all", do you think they would have
gone back and done the same work? A. In 194-5?

Q 194-6-4-7? A. I thirg^they would, yes,because it must have been
worth spending£100,— 150,000 to mine th-t 14- years production.

Q Going back to pre-194-6-4-7,to take the bracket,! asked you
before hovj you would describe the Banabans' "bargaining
position. Perhaps you would answrer the question again?
A. I said I thought it \^as a weak bargaining position,a very
weak bargaining position.

Q What was their best card? A.Their best card, as I say I taink
it was that they could help in the immediate post-war period.

THE yiOE-CHANCELLOR: How could they help? A. I^arn sorry,that
they had phosphate which BPC needed in the immediate post-war
period.

Q But BPC had already got,on your calculation,14- years work
of phosphate available under their existing rights, A.Yes.
I am sorry. I must be at cross-purposes.

MR VINELOTT: I think you must have misunderstood my question.
BPC have got 3-i- million tons at least? A.Yes.

Q, 14 years production at 250,000 tons? A. Yes.

Q They are going back to repair the damage,you told my Lord a
moment ago? A. Yes.

Q, In that passage I read you from yesterday afternoon you said
you thought that the immediate future needs would not
require the acquisition of further land? A.Correct.

Q May I put the question again; Bearing all this in mind,what
is the Banabans' trump card,their best card, I will not say
"trump card",but what is their best card?
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THE l/TCE- CHAHCELLORi In negotiating any new contracts for
'.y new land? A. I am sorry,any new contracts; that is the

hit I had not taken aboard. They have got very few trump
cards. I suppose the only card they have got - and this,
again, might not he required immediately if they have
already got the existing land - is that it is near Naiiruj
and therefore the ability to take ships diverted from Nauru.
1 think for the nev; land they had very few cards indeed.

MR VINELOTT: Putting aside purely commercial considerations,
what do you think is their best card there? A.l think their
best card there is the fact that they have been moved off
their island, that certainly Sir Albert Ellis,among
the Commissioners,had a strong history of attachment to
theBanabans, and 1 suppose the other card possibly
is that they were the principal providers - the phosphate
workings - both of money and of employment for the Gilbert
& Ellis Islands Colony. , •

Q The Colony were going to welcome the aestJtinrtricTn of phosphate
mining? A. Tes.

Q, Would that affect the Banabans' bargaining position looking
for a higher royalty? A.No,not really.

D THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: You negotiating for the Banabans,would
you say you could not regard that as a card you could play?
1 suppose you might hope for some support or help from
the Gilbert & Ellice Islands Colony Government if there
became a serious possibility of BPG pulling out? A. Yes,
but 1 think that you get that help 12 years down the line,
when they v/ere more likely to pull out. That is the problem,
setting the question in terms you hove done.

Q In other words,that would be the headache of a later govern
ment of the Gilbert & Ellice Islands Colony in 12 years
time,rather than the present one? A. Correct.

ME VINELOTT: If there had been a possibility of mining ceasing
on Ocean Island because the BPC thought the Banabans were
asking for too much,what do you think the Colony Government
would have been likely to do - support the Banabans?

A.No, I think they_would try and push both sides together
again. 1 do not think they would openly support one side
necessarily more than the other; but 1 am sure they would try
to push both sides to' other.

Ci
Si

Q

How far do you think _whot • happened in 1930 would be a
guide? A. 1 think it is quite a good guide,because in all
this we have left on one side the compulsory purchase pro
visions , which presumably were still extant.

1 v/ant to cor.e back to the question 1 asked a few moments ago;
Bearing all this in m.ind, the bargaining position was on a
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•.j commercial baslr.,...'cfc wliat you have described as a

sentimental consideration affecting tlae Banabans, wiiat

advantagev/as there? Was there any advantage to the

Banabans, do you think, in having an expert adviser? Do

you think they would have done better with an expert,or

the same, more or less? Or do not you know?

A. I think it is quite possible that they would not have

done better. I think I made this point myself,that I

thought it might well be that the best approach was the one

that they took.

MR VINELO'TT: You have some work to do,I am afraid,during the

D period otherwise set aside for lunch. Would this be con

venient, my Lord?

THE VICE-CHAHCELLOE: Yes. I was gust wondering. The fewer

cards you have in your hand the greater the need there is

for an adviser? Would not you agree with that? A.Yes,unless

the value of the strongest card you have got could be like
ipilL

Q Except perhaps when your position is so desperately bad

that there is not even a card in sight,then you turn

pathetic? A.That was really the point we were getting to.

(Ad,1curned for a short time)
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MR. VITTELOTT: Mr. Silcock, during the short adjournment have you managed to
make a claculation showing in real terms purchasing power, the value of
royalties in 1928, 1930/31, 19^» 19^+6 and 19^7? A. I have made an
estimate, yes.

Q Is this the document? A. Yes, it is.

(Same marked Exhibit D.I6)

MR. VIRELOTT: Explain this to us, Mr. Silcock. The first line gives various
headings, date, royalty level, conversion rate, Australian to sterling,
royalty level in sterling, sterling purchasing power index, and adjusted
royalty level in "191^ pence". A. Yes.

Q And then there is an asterisk by the sterling purchasing pov/er index and
there you set out in accordance with the table produced on Day 20 of the
evidence ...

THE VXCE-CHANCELLOR: Well, yes, that was the internal purchasing power of
sterling.

MR. VINELOTT; That is so, my Lord, yes.
my Lord.

It is all we have at the moment,

Q That is the best you could get? A. Yes, certainly in the time available.
I think even then it would have been very difficult to have got I think
one could only have done it via the Australian pound, if there was an index
of purchasing power of Australian pound it might have been a bit more
accurate.

Q You have not been able to find one in the time available? A, No.

Q Under the date you give four dates, 1928, 1930/31, 19^0, 19^6/^7» A, Yes.

Q 1930/31, is the end of 1930 and beginning of 1931, is it? A. Yes, I have
taken it just on the first days of 193''• fact the exchange rate is the
one that moved on the 6th January.

Q There was an 8 per cent devaluation. A. An 8 per cent devaluation in
October, 1930, and it moved to II5 on the 6th January.

Q You get the royalty level set out, lOjd,5 what is the shilling in brackets?
A. The shilling in brackets was because we had been talking about a shilling
— the figures in brackets are because we talked about what you would have
got if we had got a shilling.

Q Then 1930/31, lOjd. or Is.; and then Is. in 19^ and 1s.3J. in
A. Yes.

Q Then you apply the conversion rate which is just a matter of putting on one
side the Australian sterling rate. A. Yes.

Q 115 on January 1931, and 125 thereafter. That gives you a royalty level
of 10.5 pence; in 1928, 12d. After applying the devaluation in January
1931 that becomes 9>>1 pence (10.4 pence). In 1940 it is 9.6 pence, and in
1946 Is. A. Yes.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR; The Is.3d. is the shilling.

MR. VINELOTT; The Is.3d. is the shilling.
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THE V^vB-CEANCELLOR; One of the simple points of this is that a shilling
royalty in 1928 was the same in sterling as a 1s.3(i. royalty in 19^A7*
A. That is correctj my Lord,

ME. VINELOTT; Then the next column, which is a more doubtful one, is the
internal sterling purchasing power. 59 in 1928, and it goes up in 1930/31,
marginally down in 19^ and substantially down in 19^6/^7o A. I should
perhaps add that I have had to make some interpolations myself.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR; Yes, because the table is only given at approximately
five year intervals, so you have to take a straight line. A. I have not
always taken a straight line, ray Lord, because I thou^t for example,
between 1938 and 19^ it certainly got much worse during the war years.
I thou^t there was probably very little change between 192^ and 1927. So
the change to 192^, 1929 was not quite a strai^t line again.

Q Of course there is a difference now between column the royalty level in
sterling, and column 5, the sterling purchasing power index. Column ^ is
expressing the equivalent of column 2, the royalty level. A, Correct.

Q When you get to column 5 that has nothing to do with the royalty level stated
in column 2. Is that right? A. Column 5 is just the index. Column 6 is
column ^ times column 5 divided by 100,

Q Column that is the sterling equivalent of the royalty. Yes, I see.
D So column 6 then does give you a comparison of the royalty levels after

allowing for first of all the change in the rate of exchange between
sterling and Australian, and secondly the elementof inflation shown by the
internal purchasing power index. A. Exactly, ray Lord.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR; Yes, that is very helpful.

MR. VINELOTT: Column 6 is doing the same operation but starting with your 100
E in 191^. Is that right? I am sorry, no, it is converted into pence.

A. Yes.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR; So in purchasing power of the pound sterling your lojd.
royalty at 1928 was worth something like 50 per cent more than your Is.3d,
royalty in 19^6/^7, is that ri^t? A. It is about 35 per cent less. It
depends ...

Q On which you take as your starting point, A. Yes, exactly, my Lord,

Q Because if you start with k,6 and add 50 per cent to that it comes to 6.9?
A. Yes.

Q Which would be rather more than the 6.2, A. Yes, my Lord.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: Mr. Mowbray, when Mr, Vinelott has finished, this being a
new document at any rate largely at my instigation you should be given the
opportunity, if you wish it, to apply to be allowed further cross-examination.

MR, MOWBRAY: Thank you, my Lord,

MR. VINELOTT; That application would not be opposed,my Lord, Going back to
19if7, Mr. Silcock, when you were I imagine quite a young man or boy, applying

H the experience that you have acquired as a merchant banker and financial
adviser and from reading economic history and so forth, what sort of
expectation would you have had in 19^7 about the future value of money.
Would you expect it to have gone down, go up or cannot you say? A. I think
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.• I in 1947 with th.. heavy inflation during the war, this w?r •'he cheaij
money era - one of the reasons why it was a cheap money era was that
everybody v;as imbued in Keynesian economics and did not wish to make the
mistakes of the 1930s and would have done all they could to keep money
stable, but I think it was a minor point, or at least regarded as of lesser
importance than the level of unemploymen-to But I think people would have
still expected that money was going to remain relatively stable, although
of course by 19^9 the sterling had been devalued.

Q I am anxious that you should look at this in 19^7» A. In 19^7 I would
® have thou^t that they would have at least hoped it would have been stable.

Q In your experience in the field of extractirg industry generally was it
common or uncoiamon for leases at that time to include a provision for
variation by reference to a gold clause or cost of living index or something
of thac kind? A. I think certainly not cost of living index. Gold
clauses had come into favour during the 1930s and I think we were discussing
the other day that there were problems certainly about gold clauses and the
legal enforcement of them. I do not think there has been any gold clauses
in post war contracts to my knowledge,

Q There was, as you rightly say, a certain amount of litigation about gold
clauses in the 1930s. In your experience is a lesise which covers the whole
of the deposit which is going to be rained over a period of hO years, or which
is for a ^ year term, imusual? A. No.

D
Q Going back to 19^7 again and taking a lease of that sort of term, is it in

your experience usual or unusual io include a review clause? A. I think it
is unusual to include a review clause from the leases I have seen, and
particularly in the oil side.

Q Particularly in the ? A, In the petroleimi side with the long leases
that I have particularly seen.

Q Do they tend to be long leases or did they tend to be long leases? A. Yes,
indeed. The Kuwait lease was •until 2025 I think.

Q Did that have a review clause? A, No, It has just been reviewed.

Q We all know what has happened in recent years, I an talking about the
period 19^7* Have you got Day 22 of the Evidence there? A, Yes.

Q You said something about oil concessions on page 20. If you look first
below B; "If an arrangement has got to last as long as kO years, is it not
rather important to provide for alterations in the circumstances in that
very long time? (A) I can see a case for doing so. I would not say that
it v;as as normal in the mineral royalty. I think at most - I was going to
go back to the oil industry where most of the royalties are fixed for the
life of the concession. But obviously kO years is a long time. (Q) Now,
just a question about the oil concessions. Is the picture this with an oil
concession, that there is a royalty but it is of a rather nominal amount and
that the real discussion in negotiating a concession is about the other
benefits which will go to the owners? (A) I would agree that the real
discussion may well be about profit sharing, the sharing if you like of a
profit, and of course these days it is different anyhow because nobody will
ever give up the mining rights, the ri^t to the mineral in the groimd stays

H normally with the producing government or the producLiig. government's ovm
private oil company. (Q) Is that the kind of concession you have had
experience with? (A) I have had quite a lot of experience of that sort of
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concession and experience of' — • and what did you say there?
have thought "experience also of the earlier types".

A. I world

Q "And experience also of the earlier types".

THE VICE-CHANCEELOR: Shall we alter the "not" into "also".

MR , VINEIOTTi I think so, my Lord. My learned friend and I agree that that
gives the sense of it. "But as you say, the profit participation has
moved in over the last 15 or 20 years and the royalties on those
concessions have stayed the same." As I understand it, Mr. Silcock, in
recent years when you have had the profit sharing participation coming in
the mineral owner has had the royalty and profit sharing, is that correct?
A. That is true.

VJhat is the sort of level of royalty in 19^7? A. I think the standard
royalty, fairly standard royalty, I should say the most usual royalty, has
been 12-^ per cent.

Q That is in 19^7? A. Yes, since the war.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: 12-^ per cent of what? A. Of the well head value, ray
Lord.

MR. VINELOTT: In your experience when did the profit sharing participation
come in? A. The first of profit sharing, which was commonly known as 50-50
deals, was with Saudia Arabia in 19^9 or 1950; 19^9, I think.

Q V/as that Dr. Moussadek? A. No.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: He was in Iran. A. Yes.

quickly by the other states in the Gulf,
It was followed fairly

MR , VINELOTT: Just one other question on that page; a little later on: "I
noticed when you spoke of the transaction you had to do with in Botswana
you said you were renegotiating a transaction and that you took account of
the royalty. (A) We took account of the royalty, yes. (Q) Which had
already been agreed or fixed. (A) Yes. (Q) You referred to that as a
small royalty. (A) It was either 5 or 10 per cent - I cannot remember.
I could look it up. (Q) You consider 5 or 10 per cent a small royalty?
(a) Yes. (Q) Was it copper? (A) Copper and nickel, yes, (Q) That
v;ould not actually be used in Botswana? (A) No. (Q) It was for export?
(a) Yes." When was that royalty fixed? A. That royalty would have been
fixed in the early 1960s I would say.

Q

Q

Q

Early 1960s? A, It may have been earlier. Certainly the production
concession was granted in the early 1960s. I do not know but there may
have been a royalty involved in the exploration concession which preceded
the production concession.

You have referred to that 5 or 10 per cent as a small royalty. How does
that relate to the sort of royalty we have been talking about in the
phosphate field? A, I think that the 5 per cent is, as we have seen from
Christmas Island and Ocean, something which has been in people's minds at
any rate for phosphate. The profit potential I think on copper and nickel
has been fairly high, certainly on nickel.

This was copper? A, It was a mixture of copper and nickel.

I want to come back to the question cf a review clause. One possibility
which my friend put to you was having a kO year term, the anticipated life
of the deposit, that you might have a review Glauee. A, Yes.
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Q Another course which might be takt.v- would be to take a lesser area of land
which you would expect to mine over a shorter period, let us say 20 yejos,
and then come again for the remainder. You understand? A, Yes.

Q In the first case, the review clause, the Banabans would be baund • by the
lease for kO years or life of the concession, but after 20 years the review
clause v/ould operate. In the other case they would have half the land and
neither side would be bound at the end of the 20 years. A. Yes.

Q And of course in the first example the Banabans are boimd for the terra of
the lease subject to the review, but the Company of course is not bound to
mine. A. Yes.

Q Between those two possibilities, a review clause and a shorter and smaller
area, v;hich do you think would have been best from the point of view of the
Banabans, if you had to choose between one or the other of them? A. I think
I would have gone for the review clause one.

Q Why is that? A. Because I do not think that the remaining acreage V'/as
going to be a great deal of use to the Banabans. I am trying to think of
it in terras of pte^pective bargaining position in the future. I think it
is fair to say that this would give them a chance to come again and have a
look, but if, as I think would be quite likely, after 20 years, given BPC's
other production, there was a chance they would have said no I think
there v/as a chance certainly in 19^6/^7 that they would have said no.

D Q Given this situation of the choice between the ^ year term and the lease of
the reserve for 20 years, who do you think would have pressed most strongly
for the whole concession as opposed to the small area, the Banabans or BPC?
A. I think both sides actually would have had cause to press for the 40 years.
If BPC had only had the first bit of the land they might have been not so
keen to expand facilities. So I think that any mining company in fact, if
it has a deposit, if it is working a deposit, feels it has greater
flexibiliy if it already owns the whole of the deposit or has a hold over

E the v/hole of the deposit.

Q What about the Banabans? A. I think the Banabans from their point of view
v;ould really not have known quite what their situation was on the other part
of the deposit, which was not under lease. And again I would have thought
the uncertainty, particularly when they were no longer living on the Island,
was something they would prefer to be without. I think there was a strong
recommendation from the Government that they should lease the whole.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: You are really saying that both sides would have really
wanted the review clause system lease of the whole to avoid uncertainty.
A. Yes, I think so, my Lord; rather than the other system.

MR. VINELOTT: My Lord, if I did put that question it was not a question I
intended. The question I intended to ask was given the choice of talcing the

Q whole concession, kO years without a review clause on the one hand, and
taking a smaller bite which v;ould last for 20 years on the other hand.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR; Without a review clause.

ME. VlflELOTT; Yes.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: You started off by putting an alternative to the review
H clause, taking a smaller area and coming again for the rest.

MR. VINELOTT: I started by asking which of the two, that is the whole
concession with a review clause, or the 20 year bite; and the witness said
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he would prefer the '̂-0 years with a re^riew clause. So he has given an
answer to that. Then "I intended to ask whether he would contrast another
situation, that is hO years without a review clause. A. I am sorry, I did
not understand that.

Q I aiii sorry. Given that choice, what would the Banabans or BPC want?
A, I think again the BPC would certainly press for the kO year concession.

What about the Banabans? A, And I would have thought that it would have
been again to the advantage of the Banabans.

THE VIGE-GHANOETiTjCRi Why? A, I think again the certainty, my Lord.
Obviously to have a review clause would be better than not to have a review
clause, or might be better — again that is not certain, it depends on what
form the reviev/ clause was in. But I would have thought that not to have
knovm what really was the situation over the remaining land — they would
prefer to have the ability to lease it rather than not to know where they
were with it,

2.30 P°m.

Q I think you have told my Lord before that at a given rate of royalty, the
same rate of royalty, you would prefer to have a review clause with a floor
to having a straight cash royalty throughout the term. A, Yes.

Q If you have a floor which is reasonably high. A. Yes.

Q Andyou have told ray Lord that given the choice between the flat royalty
throughout the term on the one hand and a lower level of royalty to start
vri-th, a review clause which mi^t fluctuate either way, up or down, that
there was a point in reducing the royalty beyond which you would say you
would sooner have the straight royalty. Is that fair? A. Yes, I think
that is fair.

Q You have been asked a lot of questions about these various assmiptions.
Having answered a number of question on this from my learned friend do you
take any different view; how would you equate those two? A. The lower end
of the scale is the thing which is going to worry me most. Obviously if the
lower end - to put a ridiculous point - of the review scale is hi^er than
the flat royalty well then obviously one goes for the review because it
cannot get lower. Once the lower end of the review is more than, say, 30
per cent to ko per cent below the fixed rate I think I would go very much for
the flat rate. Of course it depends on what is the starting point within

_the operation with the review clause as well. If the starting point is
[_"76oJ two-thirds, 75 per cent above the flat rate, which is available, then
it would probably I would have thought be worth the risk of the review clause.
But I am afraid it is very nebulous in theoretical terms.

Q I have a few .safall points on a passage in Day 19 of the Evidence, page 31•
At G, in Vca:.dnation, you were asked, "Do you treat all the
Australian coal royalties the same, on a par? (A) Broadly speaking, yes, I
think New South Wales was the most important because I think it was the major
coal producer". Do you see that? A. Yes,

Q On your list you included Tasmania. A. Yes.

Q

Q

When you prepared this list why did you put Tasmania in? A. Basically
because I was getting a list of all the States. I got replies from most
of them, I did not get replies from Victoria, and so I put them all down.

You put in what you got? A, It was as simple as that, yes.
there was a variation of nil to whatever the top figure was.

ko
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THE VICE-CHANCELLOR; The question at letter H, "Then you made this convorsion
of the solOO an acre into a tonnage charge" it should be.

MR. VINBLOTT; I am obliged. Then Day 21 of the Evidence, page 22, below E;
"V/ould you agree that it" - that was the Makatea 52s. - 'Veis a market price?
(a) It was a price at which Makatea was selling in a particular market. I
am sorry, I do not mean to sound not to be answering the question, but it
\iras the price at which certain quantities of the Makatea product was selling
in the Pacific. V/hy I am so careful and guarded in what I am saying there
is that I do not think, from the experience which I have gained so far in
listening to and reading about this particular case, that I cannot help

B thiiiking there is not anywhere, except perhaps Morocco where there xs a
surplus which can always come on to the market at any time, a market price
of phosphate in the way there is a market price of copper quoted on the
London Metal Exchange. (Q) You are saying this was the price for a
particular quantity. (a) It is a price for a particular quantity sold at
a particular time, yes." I do not want to read the whole of this
corss-examination on the meaning of market price, but perhaps I ought to go
to page 2k„ At D ray Lord asked the question:

"A market price that is not open, does that simply mean a commercial
deal? (a) It is the price at which a deal is done, yes, my Lord. (Q) So
any commercial deal is in that sense a market price? (A) I thinlc I added
a further rider to the definition in the sense that it was between a willing
purchaser and a willing seller. (Q) Any commercial deal not done under
constraint is a market price; is that it? (A) Exactly. (Q) And an open
market price is a price available to any seller anywhere. (A) That is
correct, my Lord," Then a little later on my Lord says:

"I am sorry. Why do you call a commercial deal not done under
constraint a market price? What 'market ' is there? (A) Well, my Lord,
if we take this particular transaction, there was a market there, there was
a market for Makatea phosphate, and there v/as a purchaser in the BPC and
the BPC and Anglo French, or whoever it was, made a deal. Then thefe v/as

E no more phosphate left for the next few years. So I think it is wrong to
say the price at which that deal was done was the price at which anybody
else could have dealt, because there was not anything there for them to deal
in. (Q) If on the open market somebody comes along and takes the whole of
a product for a couple of years does that cease then to be an open market
price? (a) I think it certainly ceases to be an open market price for the
next year". When you use the word market price in this sort of context
could you just explain as precisely as you can what you mean by it?
A, It is a price at which certain quantities are sold between an unconnected
buyer and seller and a willing buyer and seller.

Q But any deal of that nature, the price you are saying is in a sense a market
price, A. Yes, I think that is right.

Q And an open market price is a price at which anyone can come in and deal?
A. Correct; basically in any quantities.

Q Talcing your first sense of market price is xt a sense which is commonly
luiderstood in the business world? A, No, I do not think it is, and that
wa^ one of the main reasons why I was trying to make the distinction between
them. Certainly in the earlier part of ray evidence we were tending to use
that phrase in both connotations,

H THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: What is the meaning of the word "market" in that context,
"Price" I think I understand; what market is there about it? A. I think
there is a market, ray Lord, in that one side was in the market to sell and

in
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the other was in the market to buy. But it was not something which v/as
generally available for once the particular quantity had been dealt with—

Q The word "market" does carry with it some sense of general availability,
being generally on offer. A. I think in fairness starting from scratch
I would have preferred to call one a price and one a market price.

MR. VINELOTT: So the sense in which you use market price as opposed to open
g market price, you could simply substitute "price". A. Yes, exactly,

THE VICE-CHAWCELLOR: An ordinary commercial price, a commercial deal, not a
deal betx^een friends or anything like that, A. Yes, I agree,

MR. VINELOTT: A genuine price, a commercial price. A. Yes.

Q You produced I think yesterday at my friend's request a document which has
gone in as D.1^. Have you got that? A. Yes.

Q The last column or coltimns is an estimate of current profitability. Do
you see that? A. Yes.

Q And it is October and November 1930. A. Yes.

Q Do you think somebody who had money to invest in October/November 1930
D would have been investing money with that sort of estimated return?

A. No, I do not think this was the time that anybody v;ould have been
investing money.

THE VXCE-CHANCELLOR: Nobody would have been investing money at all. A, I
would have thought in October/November 1930 there were very few firms that
were investing money.

(Continued on next page)
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Q So irrespective of the estimate of profitability irrespective of.
the rates, you say you do not think anybody would have been
interested at all ? A, Yes, my Lord, at least at these levels.
I do not think any of these firms would have undertaken new
investment if they thou^t they were going to generate those
levels of return.

Q You do not think anybody would have invested money anyway, but
certainly at these rates of return they would not be interested?
A. Correct. - , c /-I.

MR •VTHELOfT: One of the companies there is BuaHyom Hill 8r~Son.
You referred in your comments to the Annual G-eneral Meeting of
the 6th Octoberm 1950 ? A, Yes.

^ Is that one of the documents which you produced for my friend ?
A. Yes,

Q Is that a fairly alarming situation ? A, Well, it certainly
shows that they were worried about the situation. the
mining venture - which was approximately 50% of their business,
the rest being investment holdings - they were not making any :
profits, or they did not believe at that time they were making
any profit and it says the shareholders are advised that the
mine produced no profits since the 30th June on which dividend
should be paid.

Q I do not want to ask any more questions on that. Hafe you
got Day 22, page 17• Just above G you were asked about
elasticity of demand and my friend said: "So it is not rigjit
that the risk to the BPG was very muchreduced by the non-
elasticity of demand in Australia and New Zealand ? (A) I
do not think that follows from that premise. I say that the
price Hs non-elasttc or non-sensitive, if you like. (Q) Yes.
CA) Which meant that when times were bad certainly if the price
of phosphate went up they were then likely to feel even worse
about it, even less likely to buy, but I think that in those
times even if the price went down they may not have come into
the market to buy. It is in that sense that I have said it
was inelastic.

"(Q) BPG did manage to put up prices quite substantially
in a very bad time, did they not', in 1950/31 ? XA) Yes, but
they did sell a lot less phosphate. (Q) Did they sell less?
(.A) I am sorry, it was 1951/52 they put the prices up, was it

^ CQ) I beg your pardon. They sold more in that year.
more still the year aft?er ? (A) Actually I

think we may be basing ourselves on the wrong numbers here,
because this only shows sales from Nauru and Ocean. I am not
sure whether the total sales of the BPG would show the same
numbers, the same pattern". Then my learned friend referred
to P.l page 24. Have you got D,1 and D,8 ? A. Yes.

Q D.l is the total production Nauru and Ocean. A. Yes.

Q D,8 is the total imports Nauru —— A, No, it is exports.

THE VIGE-GHiiNGELLOR: It is sales of phosphate.
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MR VIMELOPT: ^ want the shhedule of phosphate imports into
Australia and New Zealand, which I think is D,7» and then D,8
is outside sales. So if you take D,7 and add to it the Nauru-
Ocean production and you then deduct the outside sales
you get the total' imports to .^Australia and New Zealand,
A, Yes,

THE VICE-GHANCELLOR; Which year are you taking ?

B MR VINELOTT: ^ am going to take the years 1929 to 1932. Prom
1927 to 1931 there were no sales; in 1932 there is one sale,
and just doing the addition in 1929 we have got the Makatea/Morocc
and 4-99»^50 from Ocean/^auru, Correct ? A, Yes,

THE VIOE-OH/iNOELLOR: I am sorry, would you give the figure
again ?

MR -VINELGTT: It is 499,W-

THE VICE-OHANGELLOR: That is taking 1929 to 1930 ? The trouble
is that in D,1 the phosphate years run from the end of
June, but D,7 is the year en^ng, so they are calendar
years. /^O D .yl'urw^ ?o

MR YINELOTT: Yes, So if we take 1929-30 Ocean/Nauru is 4-99,455
^ and you have got to add that to the 1930 figure on D,7, Is

that ri^t ? A, Yes,

Q What does that make ? A, I will tell you that in a minute,

MR VINELOTT: My learned friend has got a schedule which he has
kindly handed to me, which will save a lot of time. This is

£ one of the plaintiffs' documents.

THE VIGE-CHilNGELLOR: Would you object to it being given a
"P" number, Mr Mowbray 1

MR MOWBRAY: I do not think so, my Lord; I do not see how I
can,

(Schedule put in and marked "P.6")

MR VINELOTT: That will save a certain amount of time,

THE VIGE—6HANGELL0R: "^ust a flioment. Golumn 1 comes from D,1

MR VINELOTT: That is right.

THE VICE—GH/i.NCELLOR: Yqu ar6 looking at the year 1929—30 at
the moment and^thatis 499,456. I am a bit puzzled here,
because for this year the total imports other than Nauru and
Ocean are given as 218,913. Do the three figures .given
in D,7 for 1930 add up to 218,913 ? A. There is a New
Zealand column as well, my Lord,

THE VIGE-GHANGELLOR; I see. So that is 218,913 and if you
cut out the countries other than Australia and New Zealand
that gives you the entire domestic consumption of Australia
and Neu Zealand. Ihen column 5 comes from D,1 again ?
A. The D8 figures do not seen to quite tie in,
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Re-examined:

THE VICE-CH.INCELLOR: Look at 1935-55. D.5 is 20,300, D^S from
which it is supposed to "be taken cones to 12,9/0. A.'I
think my Lord there is one on the far side from Sweden,
which gives you 20,000-odd.

MR VINELOTT: I think they are sufficiently accurate for the
purpose of the questions I am going to ask you, Mr Sucock.
Take 1928-29 802,453, 1929-30 it is (up to June, 1930)
793,369, 1930-31 540,082, 1931-32 472,844 and in 1932-33 it
"becomes 669,304. Going hack to what you said on Day 22
of the transcript, on page 18: "(Q) Did they sell less?
(A) I an sorry, it was 1931/32 they put the prices up, was
it not. (Q,) I heg your pardon. They sold more in that year.
(A) Yes". Dow the total consumption is doxm 472,840. What

is the reason for that decline ? A, I think that is because
of the price rise, or it is a combination of price rise and the
economic climate.

Q In 1932-33 it is up. What is the cause of that ? A. I think
there are two causes. Pirstly, the f.o.b price went down,
and secondly, the bounties and subsidies started to make an
impact.

THE "VICE—CHANCELLOR: And how much was duo to ■♦"he

prices and how much was due to the introduction-of oho boun-fcy
is difficult to say ? A, I think so, yes.

MR VINELOTT: How much was the bounty ? A. I think it was 15/-
in Australia, and taking the manufacturers and the subsidy
from the Government together, it was either 17/6 or £1 in
New Zealand. I am not absolutely certain.

Q Still on Day 22, page 23, you were being asked some questions
about running Ocean ^sland as a stand-by compared with
Christmas Island, Just above G: "Christmas Island is not
a convenient place to run in tandem with Dauru for shipping
purposes, is ij ? (A) In the sense you cannot run the same ship
up to the "tTWo slands, no. (Q) Also in this sense, am I ri^t,
that it is not nearly so easy just to divert a ship from
Nauru to Christmas as it would bg from Nauru to Ocean ?
(a) Correct. (Q) Sq that Ocean sland has got that over
Christmas Island as a stand-by island ? (A; Yes.' The counter
argument on that, the counter-balance on •that, is, of course,
that if bad weather is happening in both cases then you may be
able to divert a ship that is travelling between Singapore or
Europe and Australia to somewhere which is in a different
weather band altogether".

3.00
Q When you talk of running Ocean Island and Nauru and

Island and Nauru, sne you en-visaging giving up Ocean Island
altogether and nmning Chris•tmas Island as a stand-by, or
running all three together ? A. I an thinking in terms of
running all three together, using perhaps'Ocean Island in
those circumstances as more of a stand-by, taking the baseload,
if you like, off Nauru and Ghris^tmas Island.

Q If Ocean Island is a stand-by for Nauru, what is the role
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of Cliristmas Island ? A, Well, the role of Christmas Island
is to take part of the haseload, of the hase sales, particularly
for West Australia.

q Is it in the same sense a stand-by ? A, No, not at all.

q Then over'the page, between D and G, you were referred to
Bundle 50, page 55, the TAG Report, and the question was:
"(q) On page 65 we come to the post-war period. It seems a
cableway was added in 19^0, and then in 19^7 new mining land
acquired. In 1951 "further mechanisation entailed the intro
duction of one cubic yard capacity grai)s which replaced the skip
thus eliminating the need for manual 'raising' and filling of
skips. The first two Ruston-Bucyrus mechanical excavator
machines arrived and an 'analytical survey' (pit sampling) of
new phosphate area was started. The Suston-Vuryrus R19 machines,
fitted with -f cubic yard Blaw-Knox clam-shell buckets, were

commissioned and cablesways. I am soriy to ask you to have teo
things open at once, but you have room to have open as well
P,1 Table 20 on page 21. Do you see that in 1951 there — 1951
is a split year and before then the base royalty to the Gilbert
and Ellice was 1/9 a ton plus £24-,000 flat rate payment.
ik) Yes. (q) Then 1951 is the year when it is changing, and
then by 1952 it is 6/- a ton and £40,000 flat rate. (A) Yes.

D (d) That increase did not prevent the BPO from putting in
this extra machinery, did it ? (A) No, it did not, I do not
know at what time it would come in the year. These are 30th
June years, are they not".

Pausing there, what effect would this mechanisation in
1951 have upon the cost of British Phosphate ? A. I would

imagine it would have lowered the cost.

q What would be the reason for carrying it_out ? A. Well, to
lower the cost, yes, because I do not think it increased the
output very much,

q Going back to 194?, do you know v;hether' this sort of
machinery was available ? A. I do not, 1 am afraid.

Q

Si

q

One more passage from this transcript, on page 44 gust below
B: "What about the benefit side ? (A) I am coming to that
now. Equally I think as far as the benefit is concerned,
whilst one could have said to the Australians or to the BPO,
'You are landing our phosphate more cheaply than Hakatea' -
which is what we are saying in terms of benefit -''We want to
have 8s, out of that 10s.' and they say 'So what', I think.
Why should they give it to them ? One of their purposes of
being in business, as I see it one of their principal purposes
of being in business, is to get phosphate as cheaply as
possible for Australia and New Zealand", Did you know that
the Makatea contract included a 1?/- profit margin ? A, Yes.

Did you have that in mind when you gave that answer ?
A, No I did not have it in mind when I gave that answer.

Does that affect your answer in any way ? A, I think it is
perfectly fair for BPO, in those circumstances, to respond
"We are paying the miners in Makatea 1?/- a ton profit and
we are only taking" whatever you say it is, 8/- out of it,
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or even 10/- plus I suppose the 6d,

MR VIEELOCDT: I have no further questions, my Lord,

THE VIGE-GHAHCELLORi. Thanh you for coming to give your evidence,
Mr Silcoch, you are now released. A. Thanh you, my Lord*

(The witness withdrew)

PROEESSOR HEKRY EDVJARD M/IUDE. Sworn
Examined "by MR VIILEILQTT;

^ Professor Maude, you live in Ganherra ? A. Yes*

Q And you are Professor of Anthropology? A. No, of Pacific
History.

Q At Ganherra National University ? A. Well, to he correct
I am L'rofessorial Eellow of the Australian •'•^ational University,
and I . am retired on superannuation and I am Honorary Professor
of the University of Adelaide.

THE VIGE-GHANDELLOR: Honorary Professor of Pacific History
of the University of Adelaide ? A. Yes, my Lord.

MR VINELOTT: I helieve. Professor you have, with Mr Macdonalds'
assistance, provided a tahle which shows your movements in
the Pacific in the Golonial Service between 1929 and 1939 ?
A. Yes.

THE ElGE-GHilNGELLOR: Are you putting that in ?

MR YINELOTT: Yes, my Lord.

(Document put in and marhed Exhibit D,17)

Have you got a copy in front of you ? A. Yes,

Q

Q

I am afraid in copying the left-hand column has been cut off,
but I.wIIItindicate the year as we go along. Under your name
is'sasrs/t ' -(^ufom 16th November) On Ocean sland undergoing
training as an Administrative Officer in the Resident Gommis-
sioner's and treasury, Gustoms and Postal Departments. Only
incidental contacts with Baaabans',' That is 1929. A. Yes.

1930 to 10th May as above. 1931 "(llth March - 1st July) As
Gensus Officer, Gilbert and Eliice Islands took first detailed
census of Banaban population", A. That is true,

"(From 5th October) As Native Lands Gommissioner, made lands
settlement of Ocean Island, registering 2,4-79 lands and hearing
97 ownership and boundary disputes". Then 1932 (To 7th
March) As above* ^"(Erom llth November) Administrative Officer,
Ocean Island^ Main contacts were with local Island Government
(not with Banaban Gommittee) on legal and administrative matter®*
Principal duties were in Secretariat as Acting Secretary to
Government* 1933 (lo 5th February) As above, (15th March -
14-th June) Acting Secretary to Government and Administrative
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Officer, Ocean Island (duties as above)",
and 1935 and 1935.

Then 1934- is a "blarLk:

Then over the page: 1937s "(In or about November) on
Ocean island in connection with arrangements for the Phoenix
Island lands resettlement scheme, 1938: (9th September - 15th
November) Administrative Officer.

"After 15th November, 1938, Professor Maude was, for a time,
engaged on duties in the Phoanix: and Line Islands; then, from
8th February 19-40, was an official of the Western Pacific Hi^
Commission in Suva. In 194-5 he became Acting Resident Commis
sioner of the Gilbert'and Ellice Islands Goiony and remained
as Resident Commissioner until after 194-7* It will be recalled
that he had contacts with the Banabans at Bairiki (Tarawa) in
December, 194-5, prior to their embarkation for Rabi - and that he
visited Rabi with Mr Macdonald from 27th - 29th June 19^5 (to •
investigate Banaban complaints against Major D.G Kennedy, the
Banaban Adviser, and to arrange the letter's removal) and
7th - 15th May 194-7 (to ascertain the wishes of the Banabans
for or against making Rabi their homeland"—'and thos6!last.few
words should be omitted.

Over the page: "Professor Maude has contributed to the
literature about the Banabans, his main publications in this
respect being as follows: (l) (With H.O Maude)" - was that
your brother ? A, Yes.

Q "Social Organisation of Banab or Ocean Island, Central Pacific;
Memorandum on the Future of the Banaban Population of Ocean
Island; with special relation to their lands and funds;
The Stalactite FishHooks of Ocean Island", a journal of the
Polynesian Society. Is that a fair record of your service ?
A. Yes, I think it is.

Q You are, I understand, something of an expert on Polynesian
customs, particularly in regard to land ? A, Yes, on
Micronesian customs.

Q ^ou can start by telling me the difference betwen Polynesian
and Micronesian ? A, Well, the Pacific Islanders are
divided into Melanesian, Polynesian and Micronesian and the
boundary between the Polynesians and Micronesians lies between

Gilbert islands. The Gilbertese are
a J^xcronesian people. It is, rou^ly, a homogeneous racial'
group, the Micronesians, and so are the Polynesians but not,

Melanesians. It is rou^ly on a racial basis
"fchese three groups were designated as long ago as

1825, I think.

Q Th© Melanesians stand on their own, do they ? A. Nauru ?

No, the Mel^esians. A, The Melanesians are different, yes,
w ® ® Solomon Islands and New Guineaand^New^fiahrxdes, New Caledonia, and so on; but the Micro—

-otI"® ^^® ^3-^aPuas, the Carolynes, the Marshall,the Gxlberts and -i-^auru.

Q And Nauru ? A. And Nauru.
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Q What about the Ocean Islanders, the Banabans, in relation to
the Gilbertese. Are they the same ? A, They are essentially
Micronesians and related to the Gilbertese people.

How like the Gilbertese are they ? A. At the moment I would
say they are rather like the Gilbertese certainly, because they
have become increasingly the Gilbertese popul
ation. I would say the Inhabitants of Banaba were
different to the Gilbertese, but that is only a surmise.

B c/TKruJ^
Q How far back do you go to find the ewpr03d.mate inhabitants ?

A. I would say they became veiy much inreasingsly Gilbertese
with the conquest of Ocean ^sland by Nei Angi-ni-Naeo and her
companions from Beru Island approximately, I would say, in
I65O - plus or minus say 50 on either side.

Q It seems remarkable that you can be aa close in date as that.
A, Well, the dates are somewhat conjectural because we deal
entirely in genealogies; but if you have 10 or more genealogies
and you can compare them - and v;e v^ork on a basis of 25 years
to a generation, and this has been generally accepted by the'
Polynesian and Micronesian scholars as a fairly fair average,
and working back throu^ the Banaban genalogies themselves, and
still more so the genalogies of the Gilbert Islands, we come to
the big wars which we are pretty sure resulted in Uei Angi-ni-

D naeo and the others coming across in their canooes to Ocean
Island.

Q In 1550. A, Yes.

Q And from I65O the aepnTDximate inhabitants have been submerged
by the Gilbertese ? A, Yes.

Q And there has been an advance of the Gilbertese culture.
Would that be ri^t ? A, That would be so; they were granted
a great number of privileges as the real people of Banaba and
they became eventually the people who lived in the Kariaka
Division of Tabwewa and they had their home sites around the
centre of Banab whereas the newcomers from -"eru inhabited the
peripheral areas around Banaba. We recently had some
archeological investigation of that.

What about language, Professor. A, The lan^age of the Banaban
people was, I would again say once upon a time, rather
distinct from the language of the Gilbertese, but with the
coming from Beru it rather got swamped. Even at the time when
I was taking the 1931 lands commission I asked the scribe, as
we call him, the secretary to the lands commission, if he
would take down the names of any words which he found which
were not Gilbertese words and he would write those down in
a notebook. But at that time I would say that all you could
sa.y was that it was a dialect of Gilbertese by that period,
mostly Gilbertese.

Q By 1930 did you say ? A. I would say by about 1900 really,
but in 1931 certainly it would be a dialect. It was basically
Gilbertese but with various dialect words which you would find
in different parts of England.
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Q Hid "Cxiat swamjjing oy tHe Gilbertese take place at the aam^
time as the invasion in 1550 ? A, I xirould conjecture that.

Q How close are these dialects ? Can you give any examples
from England and Vales ? A, Oh, Welsh and English would "be
very different, I would not call Welsh a dialect of English,

Q Ho, Just take England ? A, Weii^ perhaps say the difference
in speech "between, say, the people of the Isle of Wi^t and

B the West Sussex people and people in Oxfordshire,

^ That is the sort of range of difference "between Bana"ban and
Gil"bertese. A, Yes. They were speaking then basically Gilber
ts se but there would be the odd word that you could pick up
T^iich would be not Gilbertese.

Q You have made a study of customary law in the Gilberts relating
to land ? A. That is so.

Q One of your early tasks, as we have seen, from 1931 to 1952
was conducting a land settlement investigation. A. On Ocean
Island, ygs.

Q Were you specially qualified for that ? A. Well, there was
ho proper technical training except what you might call in-

D service training for a lands commissioner, but I qualified to
a certain extent by having taken an Honours Hegree in
Anthropology in Cambridge University and then I came out to
Ocean Island and entered the Gilbert Islands where I passed in
lower standard Gilbertes.-e lan^age and came back to Ocean
Island to undertake this particular work, and during the
course of the land settlement I passed in hi^er standard

•p, Gilbertese. But before I arrived on Ocean Island I had done
some lands work in the Gilbert Islands in the Southern
Gilberts.

Q What was the task which you set about on Ocean Island in this
lands investigation ? A. Well, it was really to codify the
customs regarding land tenure and inheritance on Ocean Island,
^is, of course, cannot be done by asking a Banaban what his
land customs are because they have not got, or had not in
1951 got, the j^.nalytical aptitude to be able to say^in the
abstract what their customs were. The Lands Commission and
the mem"bers of the Lands Commission, of which there were 16
on Ocean Island, were very capable of settling specific
land disputes and the task of the Lands Commissioner was to
listen to the evidence adduced by each side, then the
argumentation that went on between the members of the Commission,

G and finally the judgment which was given and you note these
things down, and after having v/orked through, say, 50, ,
70 land disputes, listened to how they work, compared ong
with another, questioned the members on seeming disfirepancies
and inconsistencies in the judgments, with luck you can make
out a provisional lands code which will not be perfect by
any means, but it will be 70% perfect. Then you go on adding
more and more land cases and for each specific case you may

W find that you can have to modify your provisional code because
you find a certain thing which with the
code and you discuss that with)the members. Finally, by the

: A
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end of the land settlements that I did, provided youhave enou^
cases, you should he ahle to get - not an impeccahle code, hut
say

fou do not ask them ? A. No, I have not found in practice
that it is really possible to say "V/hat are your customs",
or only to a limited extent, because in those days they did
not know, I am not referring to people v/ho are Graduates of
Universities today who are among the Gilhertese people, hut in
those days they had not the function in their society to
develop a sort of power of going from the concrete case to
the abstract principles which lay behind it.

So you have to try and deduce it from what they actually do
when they are settling a dispute ? A, Yes, that is it.
That is what one had to do to try and make up a lands code on
Ocean Island. But we really did not have enou^ land disputes,
There were under 100 on Ocean Island and that is not enough to
make what I call an impeccable code. I do know now that we
missed two customs and one was a fairly important one, that
is the adoption of brothers and sisters; but it just so
happened that among those 100 cases there had not been a
case of that sort which was in dispute.

Before you arrived had any other Banabans outside^hown a
profound knowledge of Banaban custom ? A. Not Banaban
custom, no. There had been nobody with theopportunity or
the inclination or the training to acquire that. You can only
do it throu^ a lands settlement, which takes months of work,

(Continued on next page)
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Q What about Mr Telfer Campbell,for instance? A. No,Mr Telfer
Campbell had no knowledge of either Gilbertese,land customs
or Banabans for that matter. He came in 1895 and left in 19C9;
he had been a police officer in Papua and his Job was to
bring elementary law and order to the Gilbert Islands,and
that was a task which required all his attention|and all his
abilities. He had a knowledge of Gilbertese etiquette such as
you would get by observation,but he had no knowledge of
Gilbertese customs.

Q What about Mi^iHot ? A. I woiM say that Mr Elliot had acquired
a little bit more,but chiefly because of Mr Mahaffy,who
was a very different stamp of man from MrCampbell and came
from a different class of society altogether and was very
receptive towards native custom. He did get some sort of
what I call elementary notions of how the customs of
the people worked,and he wrote it up.

Q When was he there,Mr Mahaffy? A.He was there from January to
June 19C9 as acting. V/hen Mr Telfer Campbell left he took
over from the High Commission office where he used to work
and he came up and lasted until I think Mr Quaile Dickson
turned up.

Q, V/hat about Mr Grimble? A, Grimble had a superb knowledge
D of Gilbertese land customs,but he hod never done land work

on Ccean island. He was very generous with his notes on
Gilbertese land customs, and they were of very great use to
me. But one always had to beware of the fact that Banaban
custom is basically very similar to Gilbertese land customs,
but there is Just that difference that occurs all the tine,
and you have got to keep on your toes or you will begin to
make a big mistake.. If you take a thing like aba ni tibu,

E for instance - that is the adoption of a granddaughter or a
grandson - it differs very considerably in the Gilberts from
theBanaban custom.

Q So that really you were the first person to look at the
Banaban custom on its own,apart from the analogoais customs
of the Gilberts? A.Pes,that is so. I was the first,! think.

Q I believe that after this investigation you drafted a native
Lands Code Ordinance? A. I drafted a code,yes, a Banaban
Land Code,which included the land customs which^were still
inieffect, and also the customs which had falleninto desuetude.

Q That ordinance,as I understand it,provides for a change in
the customs law by a two-thirds majority. Is that correct?

A.It would be correct to say that the native Lands Code
Ordinance No.3 of 19^0 provides that you can change any
land custom by a two-thirds majority attained through a
r-oferendum of the people at the request of 50 members of the
Island community expressed in writing. This,of course,is
extremely important,because there is a great danger in
codifying land customs: it could result in their ossification,
and society,as a whole,is always developing and moving forward,
it is a living thing. One of the great dangers that I saw from
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the beginning was that the social,economic and political
development of the Islanders could be going ahead all the
time, whereas the land customs could, if we went and codified
them, be an incubus on development rather than a help tox\^ards
developing.

Tou told my Lord it was in 19''-!-0 you put in this revision?
A.Yes,in 19^0,when I became Resident Commissioner. It was
one of my first jobs, acting.

Q It was not in the original Land Code? A.No,it was not in
the original code. I don't think Mr Grimble really perceived
this danger of ossification through codification.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR:When was that? In 1940?

ME VINELOTT: Yes.A. Yes.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR:Were you then Resident Commissioner?^i.No.
I think I was not.But I must have done it as a member of the
High Commission staff then.

MR VINELOTT: Was that code applicable to the Gilberts,or just
to the Banabans? A.No,that was the entire Gilberts Ellice
Islands Colony, including the Ellice Islands,the Gilberts and

Banaba.

Q

Q

Q

I think we have got that among our papers. A.The native
Land Code document.

Yes. Having done this work,and drawn up a draft code,did you
discuss it with the Banabans? A.Yes.The code is first of all
discussed in great detail with the members of the Commission.

Who are they? A.They are elected by the people of the
Island. In the case ofBanaba,four people from each village -
that is Tabv/ewa,T£ibiang,Buakonikei and Uma. The people from
each of those villages elected four members.

Q That is 16 members of the Commission? A.16 members of the
Commission, of which 14 vrere men and two were old ladies,

Q What sort of people were elected? A. They were really experts.
All of them vjere elderly people who were experts on knowing
whose land would belong to whom,the names of the lands,any
thing connected with lands.They were sort of virtuoscs in
lands affairs, and they were recognised as such by the villagers
For that purpose they were elected. I wouldn't think
any of them v/ere probably much under 60 years of age.

Q So that most of them would have been born about 1870,or before?
A. Yes; they used to talk a lot about the times before the
first coming of the phosphate,of Sir Albert Ellice hiraself
in 1900. They remembered it all very clearly.

Q And some of them,I suppose,remembered the great drought of
I874? A. The 1874 drought,yes. They would have been children
then,I suppose; but that drought really reduced the population
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so considerably. The 1885 drought,yes,certainly there xtouM
have been people who renenbered that very clearly^

Q When you discussed this with the 16 nenbers of the Connission,
did the question of ownership of phosphate cone up at all?
A. Yes,although it was not a subject which we had to decide
at all,but obviously it was a subject which they discussed
very nuch thenselves,and I discussed it with then.

Q Before we cone on to phosphate oiraership,can you give sone
inpression of the str^icture of omership of property in
the Gilberts and on Ocean Island?

THE VICE-GHAHGELLGR: Before you ask that,could you tell ne
when you were having these discussions?At what tine vjere you
having these discussions with the Land Gonnission? A. You
nean at what tine of day?

Q No,what year? A.1951,1932.

Q Spread over a period of how long? A.It was fron No'-^crhsr to
March the follovdng year.

Q Novenber 1931 to March 1932? A.Yes. Actually 5 October,I
see here. I thought it was Novenber,but we were rather doing
prelininary work first. 5 October to 7 March.

Q Hox^ often were you seeing these nenbers of the Gonnission?
Every day,once a week,what? A.We net every day except Sundays.
We would sit fron about 9 o'clock in the morning,! suppose,
until 5 or so in the evening; but during the lunch hour and
afterwards,when they had finished work,we would still go on
talking for a long tine. These were the tines when I used to
try to find out wht was happening.

Q, So that apart fron Sundays you were seeing then pretty well
every day for sone six nonths or so? A.That is so.Sonetines
we would be sitting in the Council House in the village,and
scnetines we would be settling boundary disputes,and we
would have to go all over Ocean Island,tranping about
it and narking the new boundaries for then.

MR VINELOTT: In the course of your experience on Ocean Island
and theGilberts,have you formed any opinion as to the general
structure of individual ownership in the Islands?Are nost
things owned individually,or only a few things,or all things?

A.So far as lands are concerned,the universal rule is
that they are owned individually; and so f^r as othei? ferns
of tangible or intangible property are concerned,the general
rule would be that they are'not held individually.

Q Who owned these tangibles and intangibles? A. Thoy were con
sidered to be generally not easily divisible, and if they
were of sufficient value they were owned,in the Gilbert Islands
by the Boti,the e^ioganous,totenic,patrilin0al clans. I an '
sorry to use anthropological jargon. But on Banaba,for
historical reasons - because Nei Angi-ni-naeo and her
companions only belonged to two clans in the Gilberts the
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lianlet groups have taken the place of the clan system in
the Gilbert Islands. So that yon get f'.-;rns of property like
the tvjo most important
h'd v-rere water and the

they made their fish
the fruits of the land
fruits

tree on Banaha ceased hearing
hut they could not do without
without fish. Hence the value

were owned on a hamlet hasis.
hamle-ts on Ocean Island, and
caves in which water and the

things, jjossessions, that the Banahans
stalactites and stalagmites from which
hooks, h ec aus e t hey
- infact they did

:f the land in the 1870-7^+ drought,
do

could do ^j'ithout
without the

when every single
and died - and again in 1883;
water,and they could not do
of those two possessions. They

If I am right,there wrere 87
50 hangahangas, vrhich are the
stalactites ore found.

Q What other f-.^rms of tangible and intangible property were
there v/liich were held in this way? A. The very important
ones would be the bigger fish ponds, the reef rights (vrhich,
of course,were terribly important for the Gilberts,and
for thc-Banabans for that matter), the size of the Gilbert and
Ellice Island Colony doubled at lovr tide,so that you can
imagine the importance of that half of the Colony vrhich is
below high springs and lox-r water. That is where you get all
the crustaceans and things and the women are gathering all day.
Those would be owned on a Boti basis.

Lagoon fishing rights, and deep sea rights,which extended
right out as far as the eye could see,into the ocean. And
particularly flotsam and getsari,because of the tremendous
importance of t: e Red Woo'd logs,vrhich came drifting dovrn from
the north-west coast ofBritish Columbia,and from which they
could make their canoe timbers.That was of very great import
ance .

Then there vras the stranded whale and the stranded porpoise

Then there were various wh t I would call patent rights
to house types and kite types,

THE VICE-GPLIHCELLOR: "Patent rights"? They must not copy some
body's in-'ention? A. Hat copy somebody's invention. Even down
to dance and song routines wxiich had been invented and
vrere considered particularly important to tlis group: they
were not to be copied. We even put that into a Colony
Ordinance.

MR VIHELCTT: Song and dance routines; kite types was one you
mentioned? A. Yes,kites, and canoe types again,the different
canoe patterns.

Q All this very wide variety of forms of property vmich you
listed was net owned individually but by the haolec or clan?
A. Or clans, boti. In mosb cases you will find they are not
easily diviTsGie, not conveniently; and sometimes they are
regarded ^,s far too valuable for one person to have the
ovmership of. On Banaba,you could see,if one person possessed
the water rights it is gust not conceivable.
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You told my Lord that, in the conrse of your discussions
with this Coniiission of 15 people it was not your function
tc decide who owned the phosphate,"but the question came up
for discussion. Is that correct? A.The phosphate ownership,
that cane under frequent discussion among the nem"bers,and
others used to joinin from time to time,mostly in the lunch
adgournnent and in 'the evenings.They used to discuss this
point. It was a point of considerable interest to me.

What was the opinion of this Commission on the island?
A.The general opinion of the people was that the phosphate
deposits definitely belonged to the people ofBanaba and tc
nobody else whatever. I never found a dissentient voice xijho
considered - if you will excuse me - that they did
belong to theCrown. They definitely feltjthat these rights
belonged to the people of Banaba.

V/hat about individuals among the people as opposed to the
haralets,or the people generally? A. Generally they
regarded them as the kind of property which is not easily
divisible and yet is of great value. As such,in 1931 they
would have «considered them as appropriately belonging to
the community as a whole.This was not a completely unanimous
vie\'\/point because I think MrRotan Tito and the what I call
very large landowners were formulating vievis which considered
that these rights should belong to the surface landholdenrs;
but that was not the generally expressed view of the people

that tine.

Q You mentioned Mr Eotan Tito. How many others were there who
took that view? A. I did not hear any others express the
view,except his family; but I imagine it would have been
shared by the larger landowners.

Q What about the members of the Commission: was that tho view
taken by any members of the Comiiission? A. No,not by members
of the Coriinission; I did not hear it expressed by them.
They seemed to be quite content that the phosphate land
should be the property of the people of Banaba.What they
were anxious to fight tooth and nail was that it should not
be regarded as belonging to anybody but the people of Banaba.

TI-IE 7ICE-Cim-IGEIL0R: The people of Banaba as a whole,and not
simply any hamlet? A.No,not simply any hamlets at all,
because this was 1931, and the hamlet system had broken down
by 1951.The people had been brought together,really by the
Government, into four villages, and these 8? hamlets were no
longer functioning units for ownership. Nor vjere the new
villages at all.

0 So that it was net the old hamlets,it was not the new villages
it was the entire community ofBana'bans on Ocean Island? A.Yes '
on the ground that they did not seem to think you could ' '
easily cut the phosphate from any particular land; and,
as one old nan expressed it to me,sometimes it might be 2 ft.
of phosphate,and suddenly go down to depths and things. So
that it did not seem you could really separate one niece of
land from another as the contours of the land v/ere rather in
volved.
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Q Sonebody living in Una village :iiglit ovm land sone distance
away fron Una? A.Yea,indeed,because sone land v/onld cone
fron his father and sone land v^ould cone fron his nother.

Q, So that he night 01,1m sone land on the outskirts of Buakonikei?
A.Very nuch so,5''es; all over the island.

Q

MR

Dotted all over the place? A.Dotted all over the place.
This is one ofthe troubles of Gilbertese and Banaban land
fragjoentation. The^'' divide then, as the generations go on,
into snaller and snaller pieces,until they are alnost
unecononic in nany cases.

YINELOTT:
Gonaission,
A.No, It was

because the

You told riy Lord that this was the view of the
and I think you said it v/as the unaninous view?
never an'official view of theGonni.ision.

Gonnission was not required to express
•)

an

official vievj on this. The v/esternPacific HighGomission
considered that the phosphate belonged to the Grown,and
therefore it vrould be quite inappropriate for the Lands
Gonnission to decide v/lio were the ovmers of it. To had to
abide by superior authority on that natter. Sir Murchison
Pletcher was the High Gonnissioner.

Q VJhen you say theWestern Pacific High Gonnission,who do you
neon? Everybody there,or anyone in particular? A.I raean Sir
Murchison Pletcher really. He v/as the High Gomnissioner.

Q I think I put the question in a nisleading way in asking
what the view of the Gonnission was. Do I understand rightly
it was the nenbers of the Gonnission individually? A.Yes,
individually, and unofficially,because it would have been a
gross disccurtosy to the High Gonnissioner if we had
expressed any official views on this subject.

THE V1CE~GH/lNCELL0R: Are you sayingithat individually, and un
officially, all 15 nenbers of the Gonnission took the sane
view? A. 1 did not hear any contrary e3q)ressions to ohat,

MR VIHELOTT: Was Mr Eotan Tito a nenber of the Lands Gonnission?
A.No,Mr Eotan was not a nenber of the Lands Gonnission,not
to ny recollection.1 don't think he was of an age 0;roup. 1
an not suggesting he was not of ny age,but 1 was regari.'ed as
rather a child on the Gonnission; but 1 was the Land
Gonnissioner and 1 would not have been elected a nenber of
the Gonnission had 1 been a Banaban.

Q Was Mr Eotan Tito,in your expedience,recognised
T ri +T-h T*n 'Rn'nn'Hn n"h "hlUD'h TlPi?

as an

expert on land natters in Banaba at that tine? A. 1 can't
recollect ever hearing hin express any opinions on lands.
No d ubt he did on his fanily lands,and he was possibly
one of the participants in so;;ie land dispute; but it is
a half century ago and 1 just honestly cannot recollect hin
coning forward on this natter at all.

THE YlGE-CHiiNGEll/GE: The point really is xHiether he was
generally recognised as being an expert on land na.tters back
in 1930-51? A.No,ny Lord.
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MR VINELOTT: You have described very graphically the fragneiit-
ation of land holdings on Ocean Island between the Banabans,
getting a little bit from one ancestor and a little bit from
someone else.Apart from the presence of phosphate,if land had

jto f^-fe'l^sphate and was just used for the traditional purposes
of housing and food grox'jing and the like,was there any gveat
economic advantage in being a large landowner?

A. iTo, not in the subsistence economy. It is what I call,both
the Gilbertese and Banaban subsistence economy was very
egalitarian. A person night own 500 lands,or he night omi
the Banaban average,which was 10 lands,if I renenber rightly,
back in 1931 ~ I an pretty sure of my figures there.But he
could not utilise 300 lands,he could not utilise more than
say 12 lands,because even with the heW of his family you
really could not gather the produce from more than 12 lands,
and the rest of it was just uneconomic. It sprouted coconuts
which gre^^r up,and undergrowth all over it,and it just was
useless. I think that is one of the great reasons for
this custoio of adoption, the aba n tibu or the aba n mati,
because people who did own a tremendous lot of lands would
adopt grandchildren and adopt children,so that they could
then partition lands.

But the person who owned 300 lands and the person
who owned 10 lands were not different. One v^as not really
richer than the other,because be3?-ond a certain number of
lands " and I put it somewhere around 12,it depends on
the size of the land and the number of trees on it - tJie
rest was superfluous to requirements, and only a liability,
if anything,particularly in the Gilberts where you had an
annual land tax,which was assessable on the number of your
land and payable in kind.

IHE VICE-CHANCELLOR: Did that apply to Ocean Island?
A.No,I think not.

MR VINELOIT; All that you have just described was,of course.
changed when phosphate mining came to Oceanlsland? A. Yes.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR; It all changed?

MR VINELOIT: What you have described,the situation
vjhere there was no economic advantage in ovming very much
land? A. That would be the position up to 1900,yes.

MR VINELOIT: I want to go on to ask some questions about the
impact of phosphate mining and the view,which you
told us was held in 1930,that the proceeds belonged to
the community; but as wo are leaving Arcadia your Lordship
might prefer to adjourn.

THE VICE-CIiANCELLOR: Very well.

CThe witness withdrew)

(Adjourned to tomorrow morning
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